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Much of Indian historical
heritage is biased towards

the Gangetic plains but, as
Champaner proves, there is
much to see in parts of India
you don’t expect to find much
history at. This is an ancient
land and there is something at
every corner which we will dis-
cover during the third edition
of Hyundai India’s “Great India
Drive.”

Flagged off at the Statue of
Unity near Vadodara by
Hyundai India Managing
Director SS Kim, we intend to
explore some of Gujarat’s
impressive historical sites such
as Champaner, Rani Ki Vav, the
Modhera Sun Temple and the
historic centre of Ahmedabad.

Gujarat has some of the most
impressive historical sites in
India, which are usually off the
tourist trail but need to be
exposed to the driving holiday
circuit.

The Statue of Unity of
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, inde-
pendent India’s first Home

Minister who effectively
brought in the 550 disparate
princely states into the Union,
is extremely impressive. Built
over five years, between
October 2013 till its inaugura-
tion in October 2018, it is the
tallest statue in the world at 192
metres. Clad in over 6,500

bronze plates weighing 1,700
tonne, the statue overlooks the
equally impressive Sardar
Sarovar Dam and the reservoir
behind. The dam, which was
highly controversial, is the sec-
ond largest cement dam in the
world and has the world’s third
largest reservoir behind it. Not
only does the reservoir water
the parched lands of Gujarat,
Madhya Pradesh and
Rajasthan, it also generates
1,450 megawatts of clean 
energy.

After the flag-off, The
Pioneer team was joined by
Talish Ray, lawyer and history
buff, and travelled to the less-
visited site of Champaner, the
one-time capital of the Gujarat
sultanate and before that of the
Chavda empire and the Rajputs
afterwards. Champaner is a
fascinating site and is the only
surviving example of a pre-
Mughal Islamic city. It was
recently added as a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. This less-
visited site is preserved to per-
fection and the city, as we

know it today, was built by
Mehmud “Begadha” in the
mid-15th century. It was sacked
by Mughal Emperor Humayun
after his defeat by Sher Shah
Suri.

The hill of Pavagadh that
overlooks the city is the only
major elevation for miles
around and as such was a

strategic perch as controlling it
meant controlling the plains to
the east leading to the pros-
perous Malwa region. There are
several buildings built on the
Pavagadh hill that date back to
the 1400s and it is topped with
an ancient Kali Mandir, which
is believed to have existed since
circa 600CE.
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The Supreme Court on
Wednesday wrapped up

the 40-day hearing in the
decades-old temple-mosque
dispute in Ayodhya — the sec-
ond longest proceedings in its
history — and reserved its
verdict in the politically sensi-
tive case that is expected in a
month’s time.

The concluding day of the
marathon hearing during
which Chief Justice Ranjan
Gogoi heading a 5-judge
Constitution bench observed
“enough is enough” was
marked by high drama when
Rajeev Dhawan, a senior coun-
sel for the Muslim parties, tore
a pictorial map provided by
Hindu Mahasabha purported-
ly showing the exact birth
place of Lord Ram in Ayodhya
in Uttar Pradesh.

The high voltage hearing in
the Ram Janambhoomi-Babri
Masjid dispute involving 2.77
acres of land is the second
longest after the landmark
Keshvanand Bharti case in 1973

during which the proceedings
for propounding the doctrine of
basic structure of the
Constitution continued for  68
days. The hearing on the valid-
ity of Aadhaar scheme lasted for

38 days in the top court which
came into existence in 1950.

The Bench, also compris-
ing SA Bobde, DY
Chandrachud, Ashok Bhushan
and SA Nazeer, came out with

schedules for hearing more
than once and the arguments,
which were first fixed to be
concluded by October 18, was
advanced to October 17, but on
Wednesday, it decided to wrap

it up saying “enough is enough”.
The Bench is racing against

time since the verdict has to be
delivered before Justice Gogoi
demits office on November
17.

It also granted three days to
contesting parties to file writ-
ten notes on ‘moulding of
relief ’ or narrowing down the
issues on which the court is
required to adjudicate.

The hearing was marked
by heated exchanges between
the lawyers of the Hindu and
Muslim sides and midway the
issue of settling the dispute
through mediation once again
cropped up.

The first mediation bid
failed to find an amicable res-
olution leading to the com-
mencement of day-to-day hear-
ing from August 6. Later, the
panel, which comprised FMI
Kallifulla, a former apex court
judge, Sri Sri Ravi Shankar,
founder of Art of Living
Foundation and Sriram
Panchu, an acclaimed mediator,
was allowed to continue medi-
ation proceedings. 
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The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on

Wednesday arrested former
Finance Minister P
Chidambaram after grilling
him inside Tihar Jail in con-
nection with the INX Media
money laundering case. 

Chidambaram was under-
going judicial custody in a
related CBI case in which he
was probed under
Prevention of
Corruption Act
(PCA).  

Shortly after his
arrest, the ED filed
a petition before
Special judge Ajay
Kumar Kuhar seek-
ing a 14-day custo-
dial interrogation of
the 74-year-old
Congress veteran. 

While issuing a
production warrant
against Chidambaram in the
ED case, the court said it will
take up the remand plea on
Thursday when his judicial
custody in the CBI case
expires. 

The court directed the jail
authorities to produce
Chidambaram at 3 pm on
Thursday.

CBI sources, meanwhile,
said the probe agency is all set
to file a chargesheet in the cor-
ruption case in which it is like-
ly to name Chidambaram and
his son Karti.

The ED’s action against
Chidambaram comes after the
special Judge on Tuesday
allowed the agency to interro-
gate Chidambaram in jail and
arrest him, if necessary. 

A three-member ED team
arrived at the prison at 8.15 am,
and remained in the premises
for about two hours during
which they briefly questioned
Chidambaram after he was
placed under arrest.

The arrest was
made under the pro-
visions of the
Prevention of Money
Laundering Act
(PMLA) and his
statement was also
recorded under the
same provision of
law, officials said. 

The ED had
q u e s t i o n e d
Chidambaram a
number of times in
the past in connec-

tion with the money launder-
ing probe but the Rajya Sabha
member was not arrested due
to a court directive barring the
agency from taking any coer-
cive action. 

The ED’s move also comes
against the backdrop of fresh
leads from foreign countries in
response to Letter Rogatory
(judicial request) and his cus-
todial interrogation will further
help in unearthing the money
laundering conspiracy and aid
in establishing the proceeds of
crime, officials said. 
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On hunger index, India has
slipped from the 95th rank

in 2010 to the 102nd in 2019,
behind Nepal, Bangladesh and
Pakistan. In 2018, India occu-
pied 55th rank.

The Global Hunger Index
(GHI) measures the level of
hunger and undernutrition
worldwide. The four indicators
for the index are undernour-
ishment, child stunting, child
wasting (weight for age) and
child mortality.

A report released by the
International Food Policy
Research Institute points out

that among the 117 listed coun-
tries, 47 are on ‘serious’ and
‘alarming’ hunger levels and
one in ‘critically alarming’. 

India’s dismal performance
on hunger is directly linked to
the high level of child under-
nourishment. Over one in
every five children in India is
“wasted” (low weight for
height), the highest for any
country in the report.

India is way behind its
much poorer neighbours such
as Nepal (73rd), Sri Lanka
(66th), Bangladesh (88th),
Myanmar (69th) and Pakistan
(94th), the 
report said. 
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The Financial Action Task
Force (FATF) has decided,

in principle, to keep Pakistan
in its Grey List till February
2020, directing Islamabad to
take extra measures for com-
plete elimination of terror
financing and money laun-
dering, according to reports on
Wednesday.

A formal announcement
about the interim develop-
ments will be made on Friday,
the last day of the FATF’s ses-
sion, the report said. The FATF
will take a final decision on
Pakistan in February 2020.

The FATF has gave respite
of four months to Pakistan to
help her implement remaining
recommendations of the task
force, Aaj TV reported.

Pakistan was placed on

the Grey List by the Paris-based
watchdog in June last year and
was given a plan of action to
complete it by October 2019, or
face the risk of being placed on
the black list with Iran and
North Korea.

If Pakistan continues in the
Grey List, it would be very dif-
ficult for the country to get
financial aid from the IMF, the
World Bank and the European
Union, making its financial
condition more precarious.
Islamabad is obligated to report
its performance to the group
every three months. 

However, Pakistan’s
Finance Ministry spokesperson
Omar Hameed Khan rejected
the reports of the country
remaining in the Grey List, say-
ing “it is not true and nothing
before October 18 (can be
confirmed)”.
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The Supreme Court on
Wednesday witnessed a

dramatic scenes as infuriated
Rajeev Dhawan, lawyer for
Sunni Wakf Board and other
Muslim parties in the Ayodhya
title case, tore up the pictorial
map provided by a Hindu
party purportedly showing the
exact birthplace of Lord Ram
on the concluding day of the
marathon hearing. 

As the news of tearing of
pictorial map spread like wild-
fire on social media,  Dhavan
told the court during the post-
lunch session, “The incident is
going viral.” 

Dhavan took strong objec-
tion to senior advocate Vikas
Singh, appearing for a faction
of All India Hindu Mahasabha
(AIHM), relying on the site
map and books written by

foreign and Indian authors to
buttress claims that the central
dome of the now demolished
structure was the birthplace of
deity “Ram Lalla”.

Dhavan said such docu-
ments (maps) cannot be relied
upon in the matter now as the
issue of location of “janm-
sthan” was discussed by the
Allahabad High Court on
other documents.

When he vigorously raised
objections to the reliance on
the pictorial map, which is also
part of the book “Ayodhya
Revisited” by former Bihar
cadre IPS officer Kishore
Kunal, Singh said he will not
press the pictorial map to be
taken on record. Following
this, Dhawan was seen tearing
the pictorial map to the utter
shock of the lawyers and visi-
tors in the packed courtroom.

Chief Justice of India

Ranjan Gogoi at this point told
Dhavan, “You can shred it
further, Mr Dhavan.”

After Dhawan did so, the
exasperated CJI commented,
“If these are the kind of argu-
ments going on, then, we can
just get up and walk out.”

The drama did not end
there and during the hearing in
the post lunch session, Dhavan
again referred to the pre-lunch
incident and said that “outside
the court, it has become viral”.

“The news that has
become viral is that I on my
own tore the papers,” he said.

Dhavan said he had asked
and sought the permission of
the Bench whether those
papers can be thrown and the
reply from the CJI was “if it is
irrelevant, you can tear it”.

“The CJI said I could shred
the papers and I just followed
the order," Dhavan said.
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The IAS Association has on
Wednesday written to the

Chief Secretary registering
objection of the leakage of the
information to media before
completion of the investigation
in the cases.

President of the
Association Gauri Singh in a
letter to the Chief Secretary
sought and advisory to be
issued to the investigating
agencies.

President of the
Association Gauri Singh told in
the letter, “I write this letter to
bring to your notice the recent
trend of seeking publicity by
officer holding responsible
positions in investigation agen-
cies wherein, even before con-
ducting proper enquiry into the
merits of the case, details of the
case/ complaint and likely con-
clusions are shared with the
press. This is naturally quite
demoralizing for government
servants and adversely affects
decisi9on making.”

As you are aware, officers
have to often take complex
decision, involving multiple
stakeholders, in their official
capacity. There are cases, where
stakeholders/ competitors who
have been adversely impacted
by the final decision, approach
expected that these investigat-
ing agencies will objectively
enquire into these complaints
while ensuring that repetitions
of institution and individuals is
not unnecessarily tarnished.

A recent case is one relat-
ing to a senior officer and his
tenure in the Urban
Development department. “I
understand that the same mat-
ter had surfaced earlier and the
present Principal Secretary has
submitted a report on the
issue, wherein among other
things, he stated that proper
and transparent process were
followed. It is therefore sur-
prising that the officer heading
the EOW decides to brief the
pres, without even seeking
facts and details from the
department.”
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Submitting its reply with the
High Court on the decision

to hike OBC reservation from
14 to 27 per cent, the State
Government on Wednesday
told the court that the said
move is aimed at doing away
with the backwardness of the
OBC categories.

However the petitioner
who had challenged the OBC
reservation hike said he did not
consider the reply in accor-
dance with the constitution.

In the last hearing HC had
expressed displeasure over
non-submission of reply from
the state government.
Following which during the
hearing on Wednesday, the
state government submitted a
detailed 500 page response
with the court.

The reply mentioned that
population of OBC categories
in Madhya Pradesh is around
51 per cent and in order to
and their social economical
backwardness, reservation has
been hiked from 14 to 27 per
cent.

The HC put the reply in the
record while the petitioner
sought time to present his
arguments. On this the court
assigned two weeks time to the
petitioner.

The petitioner also ques-
tioned State Government’s
reply alleging that it is no less
than any vote bank 
politics. Continued on P4
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Pursuant to constant efforts
to create more jobs for the

youth by promoting invest-
ment in information technol-
ogy, sector an MoU would be
signed between the State
Government and the National
Organization of Software and
Services Companies, NASS-
COM. This proposal has been
approved by Chief Minister
Kamal Nath. It is being con-
sidered an important step for
the IT sector.

The MoU will be signed by
Debjani Ghosh, President of
NASSCOM. She is the former
managing director of Intel
South Asia and, the first female
president of NASSCOM. This
MoU is being signed in the
presence of NITI Aayog CEO
Amitabh Kant during October
18 at Indore.

Industries should come up
in the state with handsome
investment. Along with this,
employment opportunities
should be available to the youth
through IT sector.

Kamal Nath is continu-
ously working in this direction.

According to an IT based
news portal MPPost.com,
Chief Minister Kamal Nath is
going to have an MoU with
NASSCOM, the only and rec-
ognized institution in the coun-
try, of the IT sector. The IT

department has prepared a
proposal in this regard which
is being sent for ratification of
the Council of Ministers.

Since Chief Minister Nath
has been a Minister of
Commerce and Industry, he
has experience of working with
recognized organizations of
the industry like CII and FICCI
and ASSOCHAM and knows
the functioning of these insti-
tutions.

According to Chief
Minister Nath, as CII, FICCI
and ASSOCHAM works for
industrial units, working with
NASSCOM in order to bring
investments in the state with
employment is a major step.

There will be a contract for

technical advice between
NASSCOM and MAPIT.
NASSCOM will help in pro-
viding deep technology infor-
mation, will help in choosing
a stretcher partner for the
startup. It will provide support
for cyber security and cyber
forensics and help in making
proposals in the direction.
NASSCOM will assist in orga-
nizing flagships and tech
events in the state. There will
be a three-year contract with
NASSCOM. They will operate
their office in Madhya Pradesh
and will help in opening the
start-up. NASSCOM and
MAPIT will spend more than
2.5 crores for the setup of this
project.
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Panic prevailed at Hamidia
hospital premises after a

doctor was attacked with a
sharp-edged weapon by an
unidentified miscreant in the
early morning hours on
Wednesday.

The victim Dr
Dayashankar Tripathi who is
posted with the skin treatment
department as doctor with the
Hamidia hospital was attacked
with a sharp edged weapon in
his leg.  

ASP Zone 3 Manu Vyas
said that the reason behind the
attack could not be ascertained
as the victim doctor is not able
to provide details that could
have lead to any breakthrough.
The victim sustained injuries in
his hands and thigh which
were minor as the miscreant
fearing of nabbing escaped the
spot.

The victim lives at Peergate
and was assaulted when he

reached main gate of the hos-
pital. The investigation con-
ducted so far suggested that the
victim was attacked with the
intention to harm only as no
attempt to rob any valuable was
made by the miscreant.

Police faced hard time to
pacify doctors who gathered in
the protest against the attack on
the doctor near the premises.
Victim was rushed to the hos-
pital where his condition is sta-
ble.

The police have registered
against the unidentified mis-
creant and have started further
investigation. Police have
denied the fact that the victim
misbehaved with the relative’s
of the miscreant who came for
treatment few days ago.

The doctors who protested
the incident on Wednesday
told media persons that the
assault took place at around 9
am and at the time of the inci-
dent, no security guard was
present.
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A54-year old man com-
mitted suicide by hang-

ing from a tree at Barri vil-
lage under Gunga police sta-
tion area late in the night on
Tuesday.

According to the police,
Suresh Kumar Yadav was
found hanging from a tree
after he went missing in the
evening on Tuesday. He was
taken to hospital where he
was declared dead.

Pol ice  said  that  the
deceased was suffering from
mental disorder and used to

leave home without inform-
ing family members.

In the af ternoon on
Tuesday he left the house
after and went he failed to
return family members went
to search him and found
him hanging from a tree.

The family members
were not aware of the reason
behind the death.  The rea-
son behind the death would
be investigated in the further
investigation as police sus-
pect that the death was sus-
picious.

After the preliminary
investigation the body was

sent for the post mortem.
The police have registered a
case under section 174 of the
CrPC and have started fur-
ther investigation.    

The circumstantial evi-
dences suggest  that  the
deceased committed suicide
but other possibilities could
not be ruled out and would
be investigated.

Statements of the family
members  are  yet  to  be
recorded which could reveal
reason behind the death.

Meanwhile a22-year-old
youth died on Tuesday who
met accident on October 9 at
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The 'National
P u t u l

Samaroh' began
with a lot of fer-
vour from
Wednesday at
M a d h y a
Pradesh Tribal
Museum show-
casing various styles of puppet
art.

At the event on
Wednesday, Sudeep Gupta
Kolkata staged 'Taming of the
Wild' in the rods style with his
fellow cast members. The pre-
sentation was based on the
rhythm and melody of the
music. At the beginning of the
performance, the artists
showed a family of fishes
through puppets. The artists
then presented the beauty of
nature to the audience with
their artistic puppet handling
skills. After this, the artists por-
trayed how the music is inher-
ent in nature through puppet
operations on the stage through
puppets. 

Sudeep Gupta wrapped up
his presentation by presenting
the audience to the audience
focused on the ill effects caused

by the constant exploitation of
nature by fellow artists.

In four parts, the artist pre-
sented the puppet art with the
artistic skills. The time limit for
this presentation was about 1
hour. This presentation was
directed by Sudeep Gupta. The
rods control the puppet in
puppet style with a puppet
cast stick was done from
behind the screen. It is mainly
popular in eastern India.

Indigenous cuisine and tra-
ditional clothing fair of Madhya
Pradesh, Jharkhand, West
Bengal, Assam, Sikkim, Bihar
and Odissi states are also put up
from 2 to 16 pm from October
16 to 20. 

On October 19 and 20,
2019, from 3 pm to 5 pm, Dilip
Masoom (Bhopal) will be per-
forming puppet art in thread
thread style with his fellow
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Elections of Maheshwari
Samaj Bhopal, Dakshinchal

were held in Bhopal on
Wednesday.  The session of
elected officials is scheduled
for 2019-22. After the entire
election process by Election
Officer Trilok Jaju and
Supervisor Om Prakash Kabra,
the entire executive of
Maheshwari Samaj was
declared.

The body includes- Suresh
Lahoti as Chairman, Kaushal
Biyani, Ramesh Lakhotia and
Bhuvanesh Kabra as

Vice Presidents, Bhupesh

Rathi Secretary, Ranjan Baheti
as Treasurer, Ravindra Bangad
as Organization and publicity
Secretary, Joint Secretaries
Shekhar Maheshwari Baheti,
Pawan Bhattar, Rajkumar Bajaj
and Rajiv Chandak.

Former president of the
society Sunil Laddha and
Sanjay Kabra Secretary were
especially present on this spe-
cial occasion to take charge of
the newly elected members.

The newly elected mem-
bers took pledge to do social
and constructive work for the
society. Besides, a plantation
programme was also organised
on this occasion.
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The STF Bhopal has busted
a gang involving in cheat-

ing over 50 victims in the
name of facilitating job of
nurse AIIMS (All India
Institute of Medical Sciences)
and provides fake appoint-
ment letters.

The kingpin Dilshad Khan
of Jabalpur and Alok Kumar
Bamne of Bhopal were nabbed
by STF. The gang has duped
lakhs of rupees from these
victims who have completed
nursing course from different
colleges and where in search for
a good job.

In the investigation police
found that the accused used to

trap the victims by luring them
of job of nurse at AIIMS and
other government colleges.

During the investigation
police found that Dilshad mar-
ried to five women who were
involved in the nexus. His
fourth wife is operating a pri-
vate hospital in Jabalpur. The
wife of the second accused,
Alok Bamne, is posted as the
superintendent at the
Government Girls Hostel Patel
Nagar Bhopal and his role is
also investigated.

Meanwhile, Ashoka
Garden police have nabbed a
34-year-old man on Tuesday
for publishing fake advertise-
ment of facilitating job jobs and
used name of minister of health

Tulsi Silavat who inaugurated
their venture.

Police have nabbed  direc-
tor of Last Chance Production
Pvt Ltd Lalit Singh of Khajuri
Kalan Bhopal  while Director
of Innotech Health India
Gabbar Thavar remained
absconding who have pub-
lished misleading advertise-
ment which was published in
a Hindi daily on October 14.  

Lalit Singh was posted as
constable with police wireless
at the Dial-100 headquarters
and has not reported on duty
September 4 2019. Police have
started search for Gabbar
Thawre who is tracked in Delhi
and police team is dispatched
for arrest.
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To commemorate the Birth
Anniversary of His

Excellency Former President
Dr APJ Abdul Kalam, The
Iconic School organized an
Inter School Quiz Competition
on the life of Dr Kalam.

Overall 7 schools participated
in the event. All the teams per-
formed to the best of their abil-
ities. DPS Neelbad were the
winners followed by Sagar
Public School, Gandhinagar as
Runner’s Up.

Padmakar Dhananjay
Saraf, Retired Chief Scientist,

National Geophysical Research
Institute, Hyderabad graced
the occasion by being the Chief
Guest. Saraf congratulated the
participants and The Iconic
School for organizing an event
which gave everyone an insight
about the life and contribution
of The People’s President.
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A1900 kg capacity metal-
cutting gas plant, set up

at BHEL’s Bhopal unit, was
inaugurated on Wednesday
by AR Sihag, Secretar y,
Department  of  Heavy
Industry (DHI), Govt of
India in the presence of Nalin
Shinghal, Chairman and
Managing Director, BHEL,
Amit  Varadan,  Joint
Secretar y,  DHI and DK
Thakur, Executive Director,
BHEL, Bhopal.

Other senior officers and
employees of BHEL were
also present on the occa-
sion. Significantly, this plant,
installed at the Gas & Power
Plant Division in the unit, is
the first industrial set-up for
metal cutting in this capaci-
ty range. On this occasion
the dignitaries also visited
var ious  manufactur ing
blocks of the unit and held
discussion with the senior
officials of the unit, review-
ing the operations of the
unit.
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Ayodhya Nagar; bike of the
youth skid which proved
fatal. The deceased identified
as Mahendra Malviya, who
was undergoing treatment
after his bike skid and he sus-
tained multiple injuries died
on Tuesday. Police registered
case  and star ted 
investigation.
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artists. On the last day of the
ceremony, on October 20,
Sarita Saj (New Delhi) along
with her fellow artists will sing
Suraj songs from 6 pm on the
occasion of 150th birth
anniversary of Mahatma
Gandhi.
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Awell-known advocate of
Bhopal city Ishanee

Sharma is felicitated with
‘Rising Star in Legal Services’
award at the prestigious
‘Times Power Icon Awards’
ceremony held in New Delhi.  

RERA Expert Advocate
Ishanee Sharma has been
bestowed upon with the
esteemed honour in recogni-
tion of her extraordinary con-
tribution to the legal sector
and in particular for being a
leading voice in legal parlance
of real estate sector.

Sought to applaud excel-
lence in different segments of
the industry, the ‘Times Power
Icon Awards ’ was organised
by India’s largest media con-
glomerate,  “The Times
Group”. 

While receiving the award
Advocate Ishanee Sharma
said, “I feel honoured to have
won this significant award
and I take this opportunity to
express my sincere thanks
and gratitude for the same. It’s
an extremely signif icant

recognition which will keep
me passionately inspired on
my journey in pursuit of
excellence in my domain.”

RERA Expert Advocate
Ishanee Sharma has devel-
oped a niche clientele in Real
Estate Sector. She also handles
trademark issues for real estate
companies and with her
expertise in a nascent law
and core competence in Real
Estate/RERA (Real Estate
Regulation and Development
Act) laws, Intellectual prop-
erty laws, and project finance,
she is much sought after by
companies and investors with
respect to infrastructure pro-
jects, land acquisition, RERA,
and environment compliance
matters.

A highly credible jury,
experts from different indus-
tries and other stakeholders
were also present at the occa-
sion. The participating brands
and personalities were unique-
ly judged on various parame-
ters and all the awardees won
awards in their respective cat-
egories at Times Power Icon
Awards.
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Pritesh Khare bagged the
Best Destination Blogger

2019 award.
Pritesh Khare won the best

destination blogger, 2019 after
the National award of
Excellence for India voyage.
The award is an honour for
excellence in the field of trav-
el and tourism. India Voyage is
a travel platform owned and
launched by Pritesh Khare who
is an Engineer Turned Voyager. 

Pritesh hails from Indore,
Madhya Pradesh and he start-
ed his journey from Indore
with Indore Voyager and later
transformed it into India
Voyage which will work across
India. 

“This award means a lot to
me and our team has been
working day and night with

enthusiasm. We aim to trans-
form the travel and tourism
Industry in India as India voy-
age will be the face of India”
said Pritesh Khare. 

The company has already
worked with giants like
Decathlon, Sayaji Hotels,
Pepsico, Ice Kraft internation-
al and other brands. Voyage’s
videos went viral on youtube
with more than 250k views. 

Adding to the conversation
Pritesh said that “Indore
Voyage never stepped into
Food Reviews as there were
enough food blogs about
Indore and doing similar things
is not my cup of tea. Now, that
the platform is big I would get
to explore a new and compar-
ative side of food. India Voyage
is start-ing a tile of food reviews
and research as well”.

Pritesh turned Indore

Voyage into a Half Yearly Coffee
Table Book that consisted of all
the filtered content from Indore
Voyage related to travel, food
and lifestyle. After Successfully
publishing 4 is-sues of Indore
Voyage magazine and being the
first media organisation to have
done research on the misun-
derstood history of Indore,
Pritesh received token of appre-
ciation from various personali-
ties and organisations and the
award of Best Destination
Blogger in 2019.

India Voyage is now all set
to a mission of exploring all the
29 states of the country afresh.
Pritesh has vigorously started
the chapter and is on the
Voyage of India now. Also the
new book is coming soon that
has chapters of Manali, Konark,
Jaipur , Agra, Delhi, Pune,
Mumbai.
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The State Government has
taken the initiative to devel-

op a 1000 megawatt ultra mega
floating solar project in the first
phase on Indira Sagar dam. The
establishment of the project will
benefit the State in many ways,
in which the reservoir will be
used as an alternative to the land.

Its installation will lead to
more generation of cheaper
electricity and reduction in
evaporation will promote water
conservation. The water qual-
ity will increase. This way the
project will be unique in its
own way.

Notably, the Indira Sagar
reservoir of Madhya Pradesh
has the distinction of being the
largest water body in Asia.
The minimum area of the
water body in this reservoir is
26,710 hectares, which can
accommodate 13,000 MW

solar project. In view of this,
this project will be developed
here.

One-fourth of the state's
electricity consumption is of
renewable energy. Madhya
Pradesh has succeeded in estab-
lishing its own identity in the
renewable energy sector by
generating about five thousand
megawatts of electricity. The
Government is paying special
attention to the generation of
power from renewable sources
available in abundance in
Madhya Pradesh, which is rich
in natural resources. As of
September-2019, 2071 MW is
being produced from solar
power, 2444 MW from wind
power, 117 MW from biomass
power and 96 MW from small
hydro power is being produced.

Solar parks are being set up
in various districts with a view
to further developing renew-
able energy. In this, a 750 MW
capacity ultra mega solar power
plant has been set up in Gurh
tehsil of Rewa district. Out of
the power generated from this
project, 24 percent power is
being provided to Delhi Metro.
Historical rates of Rs. 2.97 per
unit power tariff have been

received for this project, which
will help the state save approx-
imately Rs. 1600 crores and
Delhi Metro Rs. 790 crores.
From the point of view of
environmental protection, this
project will reduce carbon
dioxide emissions by 5.14 lakh
tonnes per year. A 250 MW
solar park has been established
on 685 hectare land in
Mandsaur district. The estab-
lishment of solar park of 1500
MW in three districts is in its
last phase. Under this, the pro-
cedure of setting up solar parks
of 500 MW (969 hectare rev-
enue land) in Neemuch district,
550 MW (1404 hectare revenue
land) in Aagar and 450 MW
(1066) hectare revenue land) in
Shajapur district is under con-
sideration. MPPMC and Indian
Railways are committed to
purchase cheap solar power
produced in the state.

Similarly, solar park of
1000 MW is proposed to be set
up in Sagar district, 800 MW in
Chhatarpur district under the
Ultra Mega Renewable Power
Project-1 and 800 MW solar
park in Morena district and
1000 MW solar park in Indira
Sagar Dam under Project-2.
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With the aim of
honing the danc-

ing skills of the stu-
dents, under the aegis of
Sahodaya Group of
CBSE Schools, an Inter
school Dance
Competition ‘Nrityollas’
was held at Sagar Public
School, Gandhi Nagar in pres-
ence of Secretary, Sahodaya
Group and Principal, Father
Agnel School, Sojan Joseph.

The stage came alive when
the students of 11 different
schools from Bhopal staged
spectacular dance perfor-
mances in the competition.
The dance troupes from
schools mesmerized the audi-
ence with their performances
based on the theme
‘Vasundhara – Rhythmic
Nature’.

The attractive classical
dance forms, costumes, dance
movements and fascinating
props made it tough for the
judges Bharti Hombal and
Rashmi Pandey to decide the

winners. The first position of
the competition was bagged by
Team Carmel Convent Senior
Secondary School, BHEL
Bhopal with second position by
Team DPS Neelbad and third
position by Team Sagar Public
School, Rohit Nagar.

Lauding the performances,
Principal, Sagar Public School,
Gandhi Nagar, Alpa Prabhu
said that dancing is the most
beautiful art as it is not mere
translation or abstraction from
life, it is life itself. The pro-
gramme concluded with the
vote of thanks followed by
Prize Distribution and memen-
to presentation to all the escort
teachers along with their group
photographs as a souvenir.
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The Madhya Pradesh Urja
Vikas Nigam (MPUVN)

has on Tuesday completed
tender process for solar power
plants on rooftop of the
industries in Mandideep. The
lowest tariff of the electricity
from the tender would cost Rs
4.61 per unit.

The electricity tariff dis-
covered under this tender
will be same for all 164 indus-
trial beneficiaries.

The tender for 10.8 MW
was oversubscribed by 33%.
The reverse auction for this
tender lasted for almost three
hours and a solar tariff of Rs
4.61/unit was discovered. M/s
Hero Rooftop Energy Pvt Ltd
was the L1 and M/s NTPC
Vidyut Vypar Nigam Limited
was the L2 with Rs 4.62/
unit. As per the tender con-
ditions L2 has to match L1
rate to become eligible to get
the remaining capacity after
capacity allocation to L1.

Industrial beneficiaries
located in Mandideep
Industrial area are presently
paying an electricity tariff of
Rs 7.00/ unit to state utility,
electricity under this tender
will be supplied at a 34% dis-

count compared to their exist-
ing rate. This will result in to
a first year saving of Rs 2.39
Cr and cumulative saving of
Rs 233 Cr for industrial ben-
eficiaries over a life of 25
years.

Notably, the MPUVN has
already introduced two pro-
jects- Renewable Energy
Service Company (RESCO)
I & II rooftop solar, last year.
Under this, the low tariff of
Rs 1.58 and Rs 1.38 per unit
respectively was achieved.

The industrial benefi-
ciaries under this tender are
a mix of small, medium and
large industries having dif-
ferent financial profile, con-
tract demand, electricity con-
sumption profile and rooftop
size. All the beneficiaries
under this tender were

grouped into three packages
of 3.6 MW each such that
each package is similar in
terms of capacity of rooftop
systems, their counts and
financial profile (EBITDA/
credit ratings) of beneficiaries.
Bidders can bid for one or
more packages.
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Indira Gandhi Rashtriya
Manav Sangrahalaya orga-

nized a 10 day workshop on
traditional tribal woodcraft
and Dhokra art titled as ‘Katha-
Srishti’, at Tribal Habitat open
air exhibition area of
Sangrahalaya. In this workshop
Tribal artists from Madhya
Pradesh & Chhattisgarh are
being made by our traditional
crafts from wood and metal in
front of audience.

On this occasion, Pramod
Kumar Sharma, Programme
Coordinator said that, The
Tribal artist have not any for-
mal training of this tribal arts,
rather they are accepting that
art by instead working with his
family. At present through this
workshop these artists are
doing the work of saving their
old traditional context by trans-
forming traditional art into
contemporary form.

A long and rich tradition of
wood art has been present in
Bastar. The artifacts of personal
use of tribal life here as well as
beautiful wooden artifacts in
ritual, dance ceremony are
made by skilled wood crafts-
men of Muria community.
There are being made our tra-
ditional crafts in front of audi-
ence, in this workshop, Sanjay

Sapre (Modeling Assistant,
IGRMS) added.

Traditional wood carver,
Milan Korram told that, A large
part of wooden art of Bastar
associated with the Ghotul cul-
ture of the Muria tribe. They
make more Carved doors, Mata
Jhula, deceased pillars and trib-
al statues, combs etc.

Santu Korram told that
Mata Jhula is a symbol of
Opulence, prestige and splendor.
In Bastar, It’s very important for
Devgudi and ritual work. In this,
only female deity can sit on,
male deity cannot sit on it. In
Bastar, Mata Jhula is done estab-
lished in the courtyard of

Deviguri and we check by Gunia
whether Goddess or not.

Phool Singh Besra told
about the Ghadhwa metal craft
and said that Tribal metal-work
is prepared using the lost-wax
method. This is an elaborate pro-
cedure of metal-casting involv-
ing several steps and raw mate-
rials. A wax model of the desired
figurine or statue is made and
covered with clay. The clay hard-
ens to create a thick shell. Molten
brass is poured on this clay-cov-
ered wax model. This melts the
wax, which escapes from holes
made in the clay covering. The
clay is then broken and a metal
figurine emerges.
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The players of Madhya
Pradesh Kabbadi team

showcased a brilliant perfor-
mamce at the State level Kabaddi
Championship. The team of
RCC (Regional Coaching
Center) Bhopal won the winner
and runner-up positions in the
championship.

Interestingly, the team won
the positions in both the senior
men's category and in the junior
girls section of the state level
kabaddi event. The champi-
onship was played in Indore. It
is worth mentioning that
Kabaddi player Nidhi Singh of
RCC Bhopal was awarded the
best player award. 

The players of the winning
and runners-up teams partici-
pated in the championship met
Director Sports and Youth
Welfare SL Thoussen here on
Wednesday at TT Nagar stadi-
um. The Director of Sports
congratulated and congratulat-
ed the players for their excellent
performance and said that the
players of RCC Bhopal have
enhanced the pride of Bhopal by
showing excellent talent in the
competition.
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Haryana Chief Electoral offi-
cer (CEO) Anurag

Agarwal has been working hard
for the last several weeks a free
fair and transparent Assembly
polls and now says that all
preparations are complete now.
With the deployment of 57,000
State police forces and 130
companies of Centre Armed
Police Force (CAPF) personnel,
fool-proof security arrange-
ments have been made at each
polling booths and polling cen-
tres in the State.

The Commission so far
has received more than 4,400
complaints regarding violation
of model code of conduct in
various districts of the State and
3,601 were found valid. The
returning officers of the districts
concerned had served notices to
the candidates concerned.

Apart from this, a total of
�5.26 crore has been seized so far
and appropriate action has been
taken by the returning officer in
districts concerned. In addi-
tion to this, around 6.73 crore
litre liquor has been seized from
various parts of the State. The
CEO said voters have been
appealed to exercise their votes
fearlessly. The State has a total
number of 1,81,91,228 voters,
including 97,30,169 males and
84,61,059 female as general elec-
tors while 1,07,486 are enrolled
as Service Voters, taking the final
electoral rolls to 1,82,98,714
who will exercise their franchise
in 19,425 polling stations.

In an exclusive interview
with The Pioneer, CEO Agarwal
reveals State’s preparations for the
Assembly polls scheduled to be
held on October 21. Excerpts
from the interview:

Very few days are left ahead
for Haryana Assembly polls.
What are the steps being
taken to conduct free and
fair election in the State?

As per the guidelines of the
Election Commission of India,

we have taken all
necessary steps to conduct
peaceful election in the State.
Half of the total Central Armed
Police Forces allocated by Union
ministry of home affairs will be
deployed in critical and vul-
nerable polling stations. The dis-
trict Returning officers have
completed their preparations for
free, fair and transparent poll.
Police have been put on alert
and senior police officers have
been directed to intensify police
patrolling and go for constant
checking of the inter-district
and inter-state posts apart from
putting police team active and
alert. Moreover, for the first time
in the entire State, VVPATs
will also be used at all Polling
Booths along with the EVM
machines. Thus the officers
have been directed to ensure
due awareness to all stakehold-
ers about proper use of the
machines. The officers were
also asked to strictly adhere to
the laid down procedures and
Standard Operating Procedures
about use, storage and
Transportation of the machines
in all the constituencies.

How many polling booths
and polling centres are 
critical and vulnerable in the
State?

The civil administration
and police authorities after a
detailed joint exercise have
identified 83 polling stations in
60 locations as ‘critical’ and
2,923 polling stations in 1,419
locations as ‘vulnerable’. All
such polling stations would be
covered by either deployment
of Central Paramilitary Forces,
Micro Observers, Webcasting
etc or a combination of these.
Regarding sensitive polling
booths, district Kurukshetra
has maximum 14 polling booth

followed by 10 each in Hisar
and Palwal, 7 each in Mewat,
Hansi, Sirsa and Panipat, 5 each
in Jind and Bhiwani, 3 each in
Yamunanagar and Dadri, 2 in
Mahendergarh and 1 each in
Gurugram and Kaithal.
Similarly, regarding vulnerable
polling stations district Mewat
has maximum 342 followed by
Gurugram, Sirsa and Jhajjar
with the figure of 3,08, 292 and
254 respectively. Other polling
stations indentified as vulner-
able include 199 in Faridabad,
143 in Panipat, 142 in Ambala,
141 each in Rohtak and
Fatehabad, 119 in Kurukshetra,
98 in Panchkula, 78 in
Yamunanagar, 29 in kaithal, 24
in Karnal, 64 in Sonipat, 29 in
Jind, 49 in Hisar, 46 in Hansi,
85 in Bhiwani, 91 in Dadri, 107
in Mahendergarh, 60 in Rewari
and 82 in Palwal. The State has
a total of about 19,500 polling
stations in 10,309 locations.

How do you categorise critical,
vulnerable polling stations?

As per Election
Commission of India guide-
lines, a booth which has wit-
nessed 90 per cent of voting
and where more than 75 per
cent of polling recorded in
favour of a single candidate, in
the past general election, such
polling station is put in the cat-
egory of critical polling sta-
tions. A vulnerable polling sta-
tion or area is where the voters
were either intimidated or
influenced to vote using unlaw-
ful means in the past elections
or there is a potential of the
same in the Election. After this
vulnerability mapping the
District authorities are required
to take follow up action both
prior to the polls and even on
the polling day to ensure free
and fair polls in the vulnerable
areas or polling stations.

What are additional facilities
being provided to divyang
and other voters during
polling?

For the convenience of visu-
ally impaired voters in the State,
Electors Photo Identity Cards
(Epic), and photo voter slips
have been printed in Braille
script. Apart from this, many
types of facilities are being pro-
vided to differently-abled voters,
including the provision of
wheelchairs, ramps at polling
stations and transport facilities. 

It has been seen that political
parties are using all means to
win the election. Money and
muscle power are commonly
used. What are the steps being
taken regarding this issue?

As per the ECI’s guide-
lines, the returning officers and
police officers have also been
directed to ensure that during
elections, no candidate or party
influences the voters by giving
them any kind of freebies to get
their votes. As per Commission
guidelines, instruction has been
given to every officer that they
should go to the field and iden-
tify such areas and booths

which fall under the category of
expenditure sensitive con-
stituencies and pockets. The
returning officers of the districts
concerned had served notices to
the candidates concerned. Apart
from this, a total of �5.26 crore
has been seized which were
being carried out by the persons
illegally. Action has been taken
by the returning officers con-
cerned in the district. In addi-
tion to this, 6.73 crore liter
liquors have been seized from
various parts of the State.

Political parties are now using
social networking sites on a
large scale to woo voters. To
prevent the party leaders and
workers seeking votes in the
name of caste or religion,
what are the steps being taken
by the authorities concerned?

Regarding the same issue,
the Returning officers have
been given all necessary
instructions. An FIR can be
registered under the IT Act, if
any candidate or political

party uploads any video in
favour of caste, religion or any
derogatory material on the
YouTube channel, violating
the Model Code of Conduct,
during the election. The
Commission has received
more than 4,400 complaints
regarding violation of model
code of conduct in various
districts of the State. Out of
which 3,601 were found valid
complaints. The returning
officers of the districts con-
cerned had served notices to
the candidates concerned.

Haryana shares its boundary
with several States. What are
the steps being taken to in this
direction?

The ROs have already been
directed by the deputy
Commissioners and
Superintendents of Police of the
districts to keep a close vigil on
the police check post across the
State and also speed up the sub-
mission of licensed arms process.
The officers should keep a check

on the illegal liquor and cash
movement. During the inter-
state police check post, the offi-
cers should have proper coordi-
nation with the neighboring
states to maintain law and order.
The police officers should inten-
sify police patrolling and go for
constant checking of the inter-
district and inter-state posts
apart from putting flying squad
and static surveillance team
active and alert.

How many companies of
Central Police forces would be
needed to conduct free and
fair Assembly election? As
per report, you had sought
200 companies of CAPF from
the Centre.

The Central Government
has approved 130 companies of
CAPF personnel for the
Assembly polls. Earlier, 120
companies were approved. But
we had sought another 10
companies. So far 127 compa-
nies of CAPF personnel have
reached Haryana and remain-
ing forces are expected to reach
in a couple of days. Police per-
sonnel will be deployed based
on sensitive nature of polling
stations. The police station
officers have been conducting
verification drives in hotels,
other commercial establish-
ments and residences in vari-
ous localities to stop undesir-
able elements from staying in
their jurisdiction. The police
officers have been directed to
ensure fool-proof security at
markets, bus stands, railway
stations, cinemas and the like
in the State.  

What are the preventive steps
being taken ahead of
Assembly polls?

To ensure smooth conduct
of the Vidhan Sabha elections,
State Police had already
launched a crackdown on
wanted criminals and notori-
ous elements in the State. This
drive was aimed at arresting
criminals and to unearth illic-

it arms/liquor/narcotic sub-
stances throughout the State.
All the Commissioners of
Police and district
Superintendents of Police have
been directed to nail down the
warrantees, other criminals
and notorious elements in their
respective areas. The special
drive was focused on arrest of
proclaimed offenders, bail
jumpers, parole or furlough
jumpers, most-wanted crimi-
nals, convicts who have not
surrendered after rejection of
their appeals by different
courts, bad characters,
unearthing of illicit arms,
seizure of illicit liquor and
narcotics substances and exe-
cution of non-bailable war-
rants.  All out efforts were being
made to prevent and control
heinous crime by intensifying
police patrolling and main-
tain vigilance in the State. State
Police will continue to vigor-
ously enforce the law, pursue
the campaign against drugs and
prevent crimes to ensure safe-
ty and security of people.

Illegal drugs and liquor is
being used during elections.
What steps have you taken to
put a check on it?

Huge quantity of drugs
worth crores of rupees has
also been seized in recent
months. The returning officer
and senior police officers have
already been directed to inten-
sify police patrolling and go for
constant checking of the inter-
district and inter-state posts.
6.73 crore liters liquor have
been seized from various parts
of the State.

What are the other steps have
been taken regarding peaceful
elections?

All instructions and guide-
lines have been given to the
returning officers and police
officers and they should imple-
ment it strictly. Election will be
conducted free, fair and trans-
parent manner in the State.
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In another setback to the Congress,
sacked Haryana unit president Ashok

Tanwar on Wednesday announced
his support to Dushyant Chautala-led
Jananayak Janta Party (JJP) in the
Assembly elections to be held 
next week.

At loggerheads with Congress
strongman from Haryana Bhupinder
Singh Hooda, Tanwar had protested
outside Congress president Sonia
Gandhi’’s residence over alleged irreg-
ularities in ticket distribution and later
resigned from the party.

In the run-up to the elections, he
was replaced as Congress’s Haryana
unit president by Kumari Selja and

Hooda was appointed as legislative
party leader in September.

Addressing a press conference in
New Delhi with Chautala, Tanwar said
he left Congress with pain and now
his workers want him to support the
JJP.  “My workers want to support JJP
so we are doing so, Dushyant Chautala
should become Chief Minister of the
State,” he said.

Tanwar said workers were ignored
in the Congress because of “some
arrogant people” in the party. 

“There are some arrogant people
in the party whose hubris need to be
destroyed,” he said.

Emphasising that now Congress
is forced to fight for the third or fourth
position in the State Assembly elec-

tions to be held on October 21,
Tanwar said, “I have laid down
the land mine for enemies and
this is the fist surgical strike on
them.” Tanwar also added that
Dushyant is good leader and he
will support good persons to lead
Haryana. 

Calling the support of
Tanwar as an asset for JJP,
Chautala said this will benefit
JJP. He said that Tanwar gave his
blood and sweat for serving the
people of Haryana. He said the
support is not only limited for
assembly elections only but it will
go in a long way to make
Haryana a developed and peace-
ful State.
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Launching a blistering attack
on the Congress, Union

Home Minister Amit Shah on
Wednesday said for the sake of
vote bank politics, the
Opposition party could not
take a stand on natonalism 
and Article 370, triple talaq and
the NRC.

Addressing a poll rally near
Faridabad, the BJP president
repeated his assertion that
every illegal migrant in the
country will be sent home
before the next Lok Sabha
polls in 2024.  Citing the
Government’s recent move on
Article 370, Shah said 
terrorism will be “eliminated”
from the country.

Shah also targeted former
Haryana Chief Minister
Bhupinder Singh Hooda, alleg-
ing that he had usurped farm
land for the son-in-law of the
Gandhi family, an apparent
reference to Robert Vadra.

The Home Minister said
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
had fulfilled the long-pending
wish of the people with the
abrogation of the special status
for Jammu & Kashmir under
Article 370, and making
Kashmir an integral part of the
nation.  “Several parties came,
several CMs, PMs came in the
last 70 years, but nobody dared
to nullify Article 370,” Shah said.

The Home Minister said
Modi had sent a strong signal
by nullifying Article 370,
adding that that the BJP
Government will root out ter-
rorism. “We will not let any
sign (‘naamo nishan’) of ter-
rorism remain in this country,”
he said.

He said the BJP, its allies

and several other parties sup-
ported the abrogation of Article
370. “On the other side, the
Congress opposed it.”  

“It is not a new thing.
Whenever there is a question of
nationalism, the Congress
party keeps mum (“Congress
party ko saanp soongh jaata
hai”),” he charged. “They can-
not take a stand because of

their vote bank,” he added.
“The Congress should

make clear its stand, whether it
is in favour of removal of
Article 370 or not. Friends, they
will not speak. Instead of the
country, they like power and
the vote bank,” he said.

He alleged that former
Prime Minister Manmohan
Singh kept mum “when

Pakistan-sponsored terrorists
beheaded our soldiers and
mutilated their bodies after
infiltrating into our country.”
He said it was Prime Minister
Modi “with a 56-inch chest”
who ordered surgical and air
strikes to kill terrorists in their
dens in Pakistan after the 
Uri and Pulwama attacks 
in Kashmir.

On the National
Register of Citizens
(NRC) update in
Assam, Shah said the
Congress opposed the
move against illegal
immigrants.  “The
Congress is asking why
you are throwing out infil-
trators. Where will they go,
what will they eat and where
will they stay?” he said.

“Hooda sahib, why are you
worried? Are they related to
you,” he said, directing a barb
against the Congress
Legislature Party chief in
Haryana.  Shah said before
2024, each “infiltrator” will be
ousted by the BJP Government.

Shah accused Bhupinder
Singh Hooda, who has been
Haryana Chief Minister twice,
of usurping farmers’ land to
benefit Congress president
Sonia Gandhi’s son-in-law
Robert Vadra. “These people
were doing “dalali’’ (acting as
middlemen),” he alleged.
Whenever a Congress govern-
ment came, corruption grew
and “gundagardi’’ and casteism
rose,” he said.

He said Chief Minister M
L Khattar had provided a cor-
ruption-free Government for
the past five years and now
there is no need for “sifarish’’ or
lobbying for Government jobs
and transfers.

He said past Congress
Governments were guided by
“the 3 Ds” — “Darbari, Damad
and Damad ke dalal”. Shah was
referring to the culture of
courtiers or “Darbaris” in the
party and to Congress interim
President Sonia Gandhi’’s son-
in-law Robert Vadra and his
land deals, while mentioning
“Damad and Damad ke dalal”.

“Congress ki sarkaar teen

“D’’ ke siddhant par
chalti thi. Pehla “D’’

darbariyon ki
sarkar, doosra “D’’
damaad ki sarkar
aur teesra “D’’

damaad ke dalalon
ki sarkaar,” he said

at an election rally in
Panipat in Haryana.

Launching a scathing attack
on former Chief Minister
Bhupinder Singh Hooda, Shah
accused him of “surrendering
the lands of Haryana farmers at
the Dilli Durbar” in a veiled
attack on the Gandhi family.
Shah questioned, “Do you want
a government in Haryana that
will bid for the son-in-law of the
Gandhi family who will indulge
in corruption in Haryana or a
Government that is corruption-
free?”

Making a comparison
between the amount of central
assistance for Haryana during
the UPA and NDA regimes,
Shah made a case for the BJP
in the State that was rocked by
several allegations of corrup-
tion during the rule of Hooda.

He accused the Congress
Government for ignoring the
cities of Faridabad and
Gurugram in allocating funds
for development in spite of
these two cities contributing
handsome amount to the
exchequer. 

Talking about the achieve-
ments of Khattar Government,
the Union Home Minister said
that there are LPG cylinders in
every home, even in 
remote villages. 

He said that most of the
parts of the state are provided
electricity round the clock and
people can feel the difference
what they have been facing
prior to the BJP rule.

INTERVIEW
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Hearing the case of the
petitioner seeking DNA

tests of remains of the persons
killed in the 2013 Kedarnath
disaster, the high court of
Uttarakhand has directed the
petitioner to also make the
Wadia Institute of Himalayan
Geology (WIHG) a party in
the case. The high court divi-
sion bench of chief justice
Ramesh Ranganathan and
justice Alok Kumar Verma
issued this direction while
hearing on the petition on

Wednesday.
According to the case

details, Delhi resident Ajay
Gautam had filed a Public
Interest Litigation in the high
court. He had stated in the
petition that since the 2013
Kedarnath disaster, at least
4,200 persons were missing
our of which the skeletal
remains of only 600 had been
found by the authorities.
About six years after the dis-
aster, the remains of at least
3,200 persons remain buried
in the Kedar valley. 

The Government is not
making any effort to extract
the remains of these thou-
sands of deceased. In the past
too the high court had direct-
ed the state government to
extract the remains of the
deceased and conduct their
last rites. 

However, the state gov-
ernment has taken no action
in this direction so far. 
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Response submitted by the state government does not con-
form to SC instructions of the Supreme Court of India and the
constitution, contested the petitioner.

With recent verdict of Kamal Nath government on OBC
reservation, the total caste based reservation had increased to
63 per cent in Madhya Pradesh. In a similar matter, High Court
in Chhattisgarh has already stayed the state government orders
on OBC reservation.
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Blaming the Government
for the current state of eco-

nomic crisis and unemploy-
ment in the country, the Left
parties on Wednesday held a
protest rally at Jantar Mantar
and said the BJP-led NDA dis-
pensation's "negative policies"
has affected the economy.

Left leaders like CPI(M)
general secretary Sitaram
Yechury, Secretary, AIPWA,
Kavita Krishnan and CPI gen-
eral secretary D Raja along with
the party workers led the
protest and marched towards
the Parliament street police
station, where barricades were
placed. 

The left parties alleged that
the government was "plunder-
ing" the Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) and banks to bailout cor-
porates, instead of boosting
demand by raising minimum
wages, old-age pension.

Yechury, while addressing
the demonstration, pointed
out that the economic slow-
down in the country is a direct
result of the "negative policies
of the Government". He said

this includes demonetisation
and faulty implementation of
GST, which have adversely
affected the economy. 

"India's economy was
already reeling under increas-
ing unemployment, price rise,
retrenchment and livelihood
issues. The Modi Government
has been ignoring the high rate
of unemployment, contract
system, low wages and agrari-
an crisis. This has put huge
burdens on the vast working
sections of the country," he
said. 

The parties also alleged
that the Government has with-
drawn �1.76 lakh crore from
the RBI and instead of using it
for public expenditure, which
can generate new jobs and
increase domestic demand, it
wants to compensate the fiscal
deficit of �1.70 lakh crore,
which was a result of demon-
etisation and Goods and
Services Tax (GST). 
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President Ram Nath Kovind
w i l l

embark on
a week-long
two-nation
trip to the
Philippines
and Japan,
s t a r t i n g
October 17.
He will visit
t h e
Philippines
from October 17-21 and Japan
from October 21-23.

Vijay Thakur Singh, MEA
Secretary (East), said: "The
President's visit to the
Philippines is being undertak-
en with a view to carry forward
the high-level engagement that
we have with them."

"The Philippines is a key
partner of India in the ASEAN
region and relations with the
Philippines have been friend-
ly and we have common values
and our economic relation-
ship has been growing," she
told reporters.
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Indians are opting more for
exotic and crossbred cattle

than the desi ones, as per the
latest livestock census report.
While the population of desi
cattle in India has declined by
nearly one crore in the last
seven years — between the last
livestock Census in 2012 to the
current one in 2019 to be 
precise — the population of
exotic and crossbred cattle has
witnessed an increase of 1.14
crore during the same period.
Interestingly, the overall 
livestock numbers have, 
however, increased with the
female cow population 
registering an 18 percent rise. 

The total livestock popula-
tion is 535.78 million, an
increase of 4.6 percent, as com-
pared to the previous census.  As
per the report, the population of
desi cattle is estimated at 142.11
million compared to the previ-
ous 2012 census figure of 151.17

million. There is a decline of 6
% in the total Indigenous/non-
descript cattle population over
the previous census. However,
the pace of decline of
Indigenous/ Non-descript cattle
population during 2012-2019 is
much lesser than as compared to
the 2007-12 which was about 9
percent.  The population of
desi cattle is decreasing since
1992, when it population was
recorded at 189.37 million.  

The 20th Livestock Census
was carried out in about 6.6
lakh villages and 89000 urban
wards across the country cov-
ering more than 27 crores of
households and non-house-
holds.

The female cattle or cow
population is 145.12 million
which an increase of 18 percent
over the previous census while
total milch animals (cows and
buffaloes) is estimated 125.34
million, an increase of 6 per-
cent over the last census.  This
is an indicator that farmers pre-

fer to crossbreds to get more
milk. According to farmers,
indigenous cow gives 700-800
litres over a 300-305 days lac-
tation cycle, compared to 4000-
5000 litres of crossbreds.

The latest census also
points that the exotic and
crossbred cattle population has
jumped to 50.42 million in
2019 as compared to 39 million
in 2012.

The total bovine popula-
tion (cattle, buffalo, mithun and
yak) is 302.79 million which
shows an increase of about one
percent over the last census.
The total number of cattle in
the country is 192.49 million,
an increase of 0.8 percent as
compared to the last census.
The population of buffaloes  is
109.85 million showing an
increase of about 1.0 percent
over previous census.

The total population of
sheep is 74.26 million, an
increase of 14.1 percent while
goat population is 148.88 mil-

lion, an increase of 10.1 percent
over the previous census.
There is a decline of 12.01 per-
cent in pig's population in the
country.  Pig is 9.06 million in
the country while the com-
bined population of other live-
stock including mithun, yak,
horses, pornies, mule, don-
keys and camel is 1.24 million.

As per the report, the total
poultry in the country is 851.81
million, an increase of 16.8 per-
cent from 729.2 million in 2012.
The total birds in the backyard
poultry is 317.07 million which
is showing an increase of 46 per-
cent as compared to the previ-
ous census. On the other hand,
the total commercial poultry is
534.74 million which is an
increase of 4.5 percent over
previous census.

In 2012, India's livestock
population — including cattle,
buffaloes, sheep, goats, pigs,
horses and ponies, mules, don-
keys, camels, mithun and yaks
- was 51.2 crore, a fall of 3.3%

over the previous census, con-
ducted in 2007. Cattle count
declined from 19.9 crore in
2007 to 19 crore in 2012. 

The Livestock Census has
been conducted in the country
periodically since 1919-20. The
Livestock Census covers all
domesticated animals and its
headcounts. So far 19 such cen-
suses have been conducted in
participation with State
Governments and UT
Administrations. 

Officials said that the enu-
meration was done both in
rural and urban areas.  "Various
species of animals (Cattle,
Buffalo, Mithun, Yak, Sheep,
Goat, Pig, Horse, Pony, Mule,
Donkey Camel, Dog, Rabbit
and Elephant)/poultry birds
(Fowl, Duck, Emu, Turkeys,
Quail and other poultry birds)
possessed by the households,
household enterprises/non-
household enterprises and
institutions have been counted
at their site," they said.
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The National Council of
Educational Research and

Training (NCERT) is planning
to review the 14-year-old
National Curriculum
Framework (NCF) in accor-
dance with a new national
education policy (NEP) and set
up a committee for the pur-
pose. 

According to NCERT
Director Hrushikesh Senapaty,
the council is going to announce
a committee by the end of this
month which will revisit the
NCF to bring it on lines of the
new education policy.

The NCF has been revised
four times so far — in 1975,
1988, 2000 and 2005. The
new proposed revision will be
the fifth of the framework. "We
are just waiting for the new 
education policy to be
finalised and a committee for
reviewing the NCF will be
announced by month-end.
The committee, however, will
keep NEP as the base of revi-
sion. Ultimately the textbooks
will be revised as per the new
framework," Senapaty told
mews agencies. 

"It has been over 14 years
since the last framework was
revised. We did review the
textbooks in last two years but
once the new education policy
is in place, the curriculum
framework will need thorough
revision," he said. The council
is also undertaking a survey in

six blocks to analyse the 
quality of primary education
available and the areas that
need change.

"The blocks that have been
identified for the preliminary
survey are in Shillong, Mysore,
Rajasthan, Bhopaland Orissa. A
team of NCERT officials is vis-
iting each of the block and con-
ducting the survey. Once the
finding are received, the survey
will be conducted in more
areas and the findings will also
be reviewed for the new 
curriculum framework,"
Senapaty said.

The revision of NCERT
textbooks has also been rec-
ommended in the new educa-
tion policy draft. It has been
advised that the textbooks
should be revised to contain
only the essential core materi-
al in each subject, keeping in
mind a constructivist, discov-
ery-based, analysis-based,
engaging, and enjoyable style of
learning.

A panel led by former
Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) chief K
Kasturirangan had submitted
the draft of the new national
education policy to Union
Human Resource Development
Minister Ramesh Pokhriyal
'Nishank' when he took charge.
The draft was then put in 
public domain to seek feedback
from various stakeholders and
over two lakh suggestions were
received by the HRD Ministry
about the same.
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All the technological, 
cultural and social

advances of the last few
decades notwithstanding, soci-
ety is failing its kids in pro-
viding healthy diets. For, at
least one in three children
under five across the globe are
suffering due to poor diets and
faulty food system, a latest
report of the United Nations
Children's Fund (UNICEF)
has said. 

The alarming revelation
comes just months after a
study in the Lancet warned
that two-thirds of the 1.04
million deaths in children
underfive years in India are still
attributable to malnutrition.
This accounts for 68.2 per
cent of the total under-5
deaths, translating into 706,000
deaths (due to malnutrition). 

As per the 'The State of the
World's Children 2019:
Children, food and nutrition'
at least 1 in 3 children under
five - or over 200 million - is
either undernourished or over-
weight. Almost 2 in 3 children
between six months and two
years of age are not fed food
that supports their rapidly
growing bodies and brains.

This puts them at risk of poor
brain development, weak
learning, low immunity,
increased infections and, in
many cases, death, warns the
report.

"Despite all the technolog-
ical, cultural and social
advances of the last few
decades, we have lost sight of
this most basic fact: If children
eat poorly, they live poorly,"
said Henrietta Fore, UNICEF
Executive Director. 

"Millions of children sub-
sist on an unhealthy diet
because they simply do not
have a better choice. The way
we understand and respond to
malnutrition needs to change:
It is not just about getting chil-
dren enough to eat; it is above
all about getting them the
right food to eat. That is our
common challenge today."

The report provides the
most comprehensive assess-
ment yet of 21st century child
malnutrition in all its forms. It
describes a triple burden of
malnutrition: Undernutrition,
hidden hunger caused by a lack
of essential nutrients, and over-
weight among children under
the age of five.

The report warns that poor
eating and feeding practices

start from the earliest days of
a child's life. Though breast-
feeding can save lives, for
example, only 42 per cent of
children under six months of
age are exclusively breastfed
and an increasing number of
children are fed infant formu-
la. Sales of milk-based formu-
la grew by 72 per cent between
2008 and 2013 in upper mid-
dle-income countries such as
Brazil, China and Turkey,
largely due to inappropriate
marketing and weak policies
and programmes to protect,
promote and support 
breastfeeding.

As children begin transi-
tioning to soft or solid foods
around the six-month mark,
too many are introduced to the
wrong kind of diet, according
to the report. Worldwide, close
to 45 per cent of children
between six months and two

years of age are not fed any
fruits or vegetables. Nearly 60
per cent do not eat any eggs,
dairy, fish or meat.

As children grow older,
their exposure to unhealthy
food becomes alarming, driven
largely by inappropriate mar-
keting and advertising, the
abundance of ultra-processed
foods in cities but also in
remote areas, and increasing
access to fast food and highly
sweetened beverages.

In India too, two-thirds of
the 1.04 million deaths in chil-
dren under five years in India
are still attributable to malnu-
trition. According to  a report
published in the The Lancet
Child & Adolescent Health by
the India State-Level Disease
Burden malnutrition in chil-
dren varies 7-fold among the
States and is highest in
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar
and Assam, followed by
Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh, Odisha,
Nagaland and Tripura.

It said malnutrition con-
tinue to be the leading risk fac-
tor for death in children under
five years, and is also the lead-
ing risk factor for disease bur-
den for all ages considered
together in most States.
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Fearing a setback in Haryana
and Maharashtra, the top

Congress leadership has
refrained itself from going
ahead with a full-throttle poll
campaign for the October 21
Assembly election in the two
States. 

While Congress president
Sonia Gandhi will address just
one public rally in Haryana, her
predecessor Rahul Gandhi has
made a late entry in the cam-
paign after returning from
Bangkok. 

Former Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh too will join
the party's campaign in only in
the last lap and that too, just in
neighboring Haryana. 

Congress General
Secretary Priyanka Gandhi
Vadra, who jumped into main-
stream politics couple of
months before the Lok Sabha
polls, and is in the star cam-
paigner list for both the States,
is yet to hit the campaign trail
and that has caused worry in
the grand old party which is
also reportedly hit by cash
crunch to meet the poll
expenses. 

The campaigning in both
the states will come to an end
on Saturday. Contrary to the
Congress, the top ruling party
leaders including Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and
Home Minister Amit Shah

have addressed many rallies in
both the States. 

While the Congress, which
is fighting internal squabbling
in both the States, is again
banking on a reluctant Rahul
Gandhi, who as per AICC
sources did not show any inter-
est in the selection of even the
candidates for the polls. Rahul
has so far addressed five rallies
in Maharashtra and one in
Haryana while Sonia and
Manmohan Singh will join the
party's campaign only in its fag
end at Mahendragarh district
on Friday. The former PM,
however, will address two Press
conferences in Mumbai and in
Chandigarh during the next
two days of campaign. 

Congress is facing elec-
tions after Rahul Gandhi
resigned as party chief follow-
ing the debacle in Lok Sabha
polls and Sonia Gandhi was
chosen as interim president of
the party by the Congress
Working Committee (CWC).
"Sonia has kept a low profile
and is yet to address her first
rally. This is a cause of worry
as party workers were moti-

vated soon after she took over
as the boss," sources said.

While BJP has been talking
of achievements of abrogation
of special status to Jammu &
Kashmir under Article 370,
triple talaq etc, Congress has
been taking on the BJP-led
Government on the economic
slowdown and restlessness per
se jobs. 

The Congress is fighting
the Haryana polls on its own
under the leadership of former
Chief Minister Bhupinder
Singh Hooda, it is in alliance
with NCP in Maharashtra and
faces an uphill task to counter
the image of Modi. 

Rahul's rallies, have, in
fact, seen the absence of pop-
ular Mumbai leaders like
Milind Deora and Sanjay
Nirupam. The candidates too
are not getting enough funds to
support and sustain their cam-
paigns. Many Congress candi-
dates in Maharashtra claimed
that they have not been given
any party funds for their cam-
paign. Usually, the party gives
around �10 lakh to each 
candidate. 
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In a major success for the
security forces, the Jammu &

Kashmir Police on Wednesday
arrested the most wanted mas-
termind of stone pelting in
downtown Srinagar, Hayat
Dar, from the State Capital.
The Intelligence-based opera-
tion to nab Dar was carried out
following inputs suggesting
his renewed role in master-
minding stone-pelting post-
abrogation of special status to
Jammu & Kashmir under
Article 370 on August 5. 

Dar is alleged to have been
instigating the area residents of
Anchar Lake and Soura local-
ities in Srinagar for indulging
in stone pelting against the
security forces as also disturb-
ing the law and order situation. 

Dar was in the past booked
under the stringent Public
Safety Act besides three cases
under anti-terror law Unlawful
Activities (Prevention) Act. 

Sources said Dar was also
in regular touch with the ter-
ror operators in Pakistan and is
said to have been indulging in
rumour mongering to incite
people for hitting the security

forces and maximise the impact
of such illegal acts. Dar was on
the radar of the agencies in
Jammu & Kashmir as a dis-
cernible pattern was noticed in
the protests and stone pelting
after the annulment of the
provisions of Article 370 and
other inputs also suggested his
role in vitiating the law and
order situation. 

The agencies are expected
to jointly interrogate Dar to
unravel the larger nexus behind
stone pelting and modus
operandi of such activities and
the network of operators across
the Valley and their patronage
from Pakistan besides the fund-
ing mechanism. Officials expect
the role and the financing pat-
ter will also be unraveled dur-
ing Dar's grilling by the sleuths. 

Inputs also indicate a por-
tion of the proceeds from ille-
gal farming of opium in South
Kashmir by the cadres of
Pakistan-based terror groups in
the Valley is used for funding
stone pelting across the Valley.
Other funding mechanisms
include money transfers
through hawala operators by
the Lashkar-e-Tayyba and
Jaish-e-Mohammad. 
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The India Meteorological
Department (IMD)

announced that the southwest
monsoon has withdrawn com-
pletely from the entire country
on Wednesday, just 8-9 days
after it started receding from
northwest India.

Its withdrawal on
Wednesday was accompanied
by the arrival of the northeast
monsoon, which is the prima-
ry rainy season for Tamil Nadu,
Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka
and Kerala. This is also perhaps
the fastest withdrawal of the
southwest monsoon.
According to the IMD, it was
also unusual since both the
withdrawal of southwest mon-
soon and arrival of the north-
east monsoon took place on the
same day — October 16. 

"The Southwest Monsoon

has withdrawn from the entire
country and simultaneously
Northeast Monsoon rains have
commenced over Tamil Nadu
and adjoining areas of Andhra
Pradesh, Karnataka and
Kerala," the IMD said in a state-
ment.

Normally, the monsoon
begins withdrawing around
September 1, with the retreat
complete by October 15. This
year, though, the retreat began
on October 9, marking the
longest ever delay, and was
complete by October 16.

Unlike the southwest mon-
soon which brings rainfall over
the entire country, north-east
monsoon brings rainfall only
over Tamil Nadu, coastal
Andhra Pradesh, Rayalseema,
Kerala, and south-interior
Karnataka during October to
December. It is also crucial for
cultivation of rabi crops such as

wheat.
The four-month southwest

monsoon season is crucial for
India, as it accounts for over
75% of the country's annual
rainfall. It determines the agri-
cultural production and thus
impacts the economy. Unlike
last year, when 9% below nor-
mal rains left various parts of
the country reeling under
droughts, the seasonal rainfall
this year was in excess of 10%.

The IMD said that a
cyclonic circulation lies over
east-central Arabian Sea off
south Karnataka coast at lower
levels. A trough runs from
north Sri Lanka coast to above
cyclonic circulation at lower
levels.

A trough in easterlies runs
from southwest Bay of Bengal
off south Tamil Nadu coast to
west-central Bay of Bengal at
lower levels, it added. 
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New Delhi: The Supreme
Court on Wednesday reserved
its verdict on a plea by a death
row convict seeking review of
the apex court's judgement
affirming the capital punish-
ment imposed on him for "hor-
ribly" gang-raping a minor girl
and killing her along with her 

brother in Coimbatore in 2010.
A three-judge bench of

Justices R F Nariman, Sanjiv
Khanna and Surya Kant
reserved the judgement and
asked the counsel appearing for
the state to file written sub-
missions within a week."Heard
Siddharth Luthra, senior advo-

cate, appearing on behalf of the
petitioner. He has furnished a
detailed written submission,
which will be considered by us.
We give one week's time to
Yogesh Kanna, counsel appear-
ing on behalf of the State do so.
Judgment reserved," the bench
said. PTI

New Delhi: The Supreme
Court on Wednesday agreed
to hear on October 18 a plea 
seeking directions for interim
protective measures for
insuring around 15 lakh cus-
tomers whose money is
blocked in the scam-hit PMC
Bank.

The Punjab & Maharashtra

Co-operative Bank has been
put under restrictions by the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
following the discovery of a
�4,355-crore scam.

Deposit withdrawals have
been capped at  �40,000 over a
six-month period, causing
panic and distress among 
the depositors. PTI

New Delhi: The Supreme
Court on Wednesday depre-
cated the attempts made for
recusal of a judge from a
Constitution bench hearing
challenges to provisions of the
Land Acquisition Act saying it
is nothing but a ploy of "bench
hunting" which, if allowed,
"would destroy the institu-
tion".

The top court said if
request of parties demanding
that Justice Arun Mishra be

recused from the five-judge
Constitution bench is accept-
ed, it would be the "blackest
chapter in history" as an
"onslaught is going on to tame
the judiciary".

The bench, also compris-
ing justices Indira Banerjee,
Vineet Sharan, M R Shah and
S Ravindra Bhat, said it would
pronounce order on October
23 on the plea seeking the
recusal.

"This is nothing but an

attempt of bench hunting and
you want a person of your lik-
ing to be in the bench. If we
allow your request and accept
your view for recusal of judge,
it will be destroying the insti-
tution. This is a serious issue
and history will judge it that
even senior counsel were
involved in this attempt,"
Justice Mishra told senior
advocate Shyam Divan,
appearing for some farmer
association. PTI
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Come November, India is about to
enter key negotiations on the
International Treaty on Plant
Genetic Resources for Food and
Agriculture (ITPGRFA) at its

eighth general body meeting in Rome. But
what is at stake? All of India’s future as these
talks may impact the country’s biodiversity
and germplasm relating to food and agricul-
ture. In the delegates’ own words, “The ITP-
GRFA, adopted in 2001, is a global response
to promote the conservation of plant genet-
ic resources and to protect farmers’ rights to
access and have fair and equitable sharing of
benefits arising out of their use.” But let us
examine the agenda behind this treaty. 

As per ITPFRA/Food and Agriculture
Organisation (FAO) data, India is the top des-
tination for plant genetic resources for food
and agriculture (PGFRA), numbering
725,117. Briefly put, these negotiations are
about how other countries can access all these
PGFRAs at the minimum price possible. It
is also to be kept in mind that India is a sig-
natory to the Convention of Biological
Diversity (CBD) and Nagoya Protocol, which
cover all of its biodiversity already. These two
treaties protect bio-piracy and have worked
favourably for a biodiversity/germplasm rich
country as ours. 

The first issue in the discussion comes
from Switzerland, which has been advocat-
ing a “Multilateral System (MLS) to cover all
other plant genetic resources for food and
agriculture in accordance with Article 3 of the
international treaty.” One should consider that
Switzerland has only 39,953 accessions stored
with it. Given that India has one of the high-
est stored ascensions in the world — 395,001
— we would legally be bound to contribute
all of them to the treaty. In this sense, we will
become one of the biggest donors, too. But
is this economically sound and in the inter-
est of the nation? After the emergence of cli-
mate crisis, Brexit and Trumpism, it may not
be the best option. 

Regarding the Swiss proposal to cover all
other PGRs for food and agriculture, India
should think of its national interest first and
only those crop species should be included
and PGR accessions designated, which are
already available in the public domain (ie
accessible to everyone). Article 1 of the treaty
should also explicitly declare the crop species,
which we do not want to make available under
the MLS. In fact, all crops, for which we have
geographical indication (GI) for now or for
the future, should be excluded from the treaty.
China is currently not part of this treaty and
is negotiating on its terms to make inroads.
India should do the same. Our only bargain-
ing chip is our vast plant genetic resource
(PGR), let’s not allow it to be taken without
any benefit to our country. The US recently
joined on the insistence of the private sector
and in a matter of years, it is the chairperson.
So the treaty is heavily influenced by big glob-
al agricultural corporations and geopolitics. 

India has held a conservative position

until now and given only 26,530
accessions to the MLS. But we are
not the only ones. A cold and wet
island off the north-west coast of
Europe, the United Kingdom, has
a total of 834,451 accessions, out
of which it has put only 44,069
accessions in the MLS. Before
considering the inclusion of all
PGRs in Annexure 1, the
Government of India and the
Indian Council of Agricultural
Research (ICAR)-National
Bureau of Plant Genetic
Resources (NBPGR) must
analyse how many PGRs have
been accessed by Indian firms
through MLS and how much we
have contributed to other nations.
A policy paper needs to be pub-
lished on this so that citizens are
aware of the benefits. 

NBPGR must also work out
the economic, agricultural and
social benefits of Indian seed
companies under MLS. It must
also make sure there is no vague-
ness or secrecy regarding these
negotiations. We need a clear
plan of how if we contribute our
PGRs, the MLS will reciprocate
in nation-building. 

The MNCs and foreign
companies, which will access
the PGRs from the Indian collec-
tion, should maintain strict com-
pliance with national legisla-
tions, especially related to the
Protection of Plant Varieties and
Farmers’ Rights Authority,
Convention on Biological

Diversity (CBD), Seed Act, seed
rules and other prevailing legis-
lations. Otherwise we will see a
situation where Indian farmers
are growing cotton and the mills
of Manchester are making the
cloth. Ultimately, Indians will buy
their own cotton at 400 per cent
times the actual price. This
model will be emulated for seeds,
too. In this case, especially as
some nations allow for patents on
seeds, our germplasm can be
patented as part of a foreign prod-
uct. Then the same seed must be
sold to Indian farmers. We must
think carefully and ensure Indian
legislations go with all our
germplasm, too. 

There is also an attempt to
introduce international union
for the Protection of New
Varieties of Plants (UPOV) con-
vention through this treaty. India
should advocate farmers’ rights
in ITPGFRA in accordance with
provisions of their rights available
under the Protection of Plant
Varieties and Farmers’ Rights Act,
2001. Any dilution of farmers’
and breeders rights must not be
negotiated/accepted, especially
when we are not signatories of the
UPOV. 

India must seek an expan-
sion of the MLS in such a way
that PGR-rich countries get
appropriate benefits and advan-
tage for conserving and preserv-
ing germplasm. This can be
done through capacity-building,

development and expansion of
Research and development
(R&D) activities in India and in
other PGR-rich nations. We can
propose that every State should
have ex-situ and in-situ PGR con-
servation project funded by this
treaty. 

Speaking of funds, the other
critical issue is of the corpus
(FAO trust fund) created for shar-
ing benefits. India must first
strongly urge to be on the board
committee of this fund and also
ensure that there is adequate rep-
resentation from PGR donor
countries. This can be done
according to the availability/con-
tribution of PGR resources. The
project allotted for conservation
and R&D should be commensu-
rate with the PGR donations. The
Government of India and
NBPGR must also analyse that
during the last seven to eight
years how many projects for
PGR activities have been fund-
ed under the ITPGRFRA trust
fund versus other countries.    

We have to stress on the fact
that monetary benefits arising
after the commercialisation of
PGR should be made directly to
the PGR donor country. In addi-
tion, the product developed using
the PGR should be made avail-
able to the donor country, espe-
cially to the farmers, at relative-
ly lower costs. There should be
relaxations for public institutes
like ICAR and small and medi-

um companies of India, too.   
The meeting in Rome will

also discuss the dematerialised
use of PGR. With advancements
in technology such as gene edit-
ing, Digital Sequence
Information (DSI), physical plant
material may not be required to
develop new varieties. Gene
sequences will be enough. While
the world and organisation such
as the CBD are doing expert stud-
ies on them, India should support
that DSI and other future tech-
nologies (CRISPR) should be
added under the benefit-sharing
scheme so that our efforts in con-
serving PGR are not left out.  

But perhaps the biggest ele-
phant in the room is: Who is
India really negotiating with? Is
it the developed countries or
trans-national big agricultural
corporations in the garb of coun-
tries? Such corporations are pre-
sent in each country today,
including India, and are lobbying
to have access to PGR through a
second channel. In fact, through
their Indian subsidiaries, they are
even consulting with the
Government for a softer stance
on ITPGRFA. And why would
they do that? Because nations
such as India expressed sovereign
right over their PGR and have
many restrictions for foreign
MNCs to access Indian biodiver-
sity under the Biological Diversity
Act. If the Swiss proposal is
accepted, Indian legislations will
be bypassed and all doors to PGR
will be opened to them without
restrictions — all for a nominal
percentage of profits.  

Once they have Indian PGR
available to them in any part of
the world, we will see the emer-
gence of “seed sweat shops”,
much like clothes sweat shops in
countries like Bangladesh. The
design is European or American,
raw material is Indian and clothes
are made in Bangladesh for a few
cents an hour and then sold in
boutique stores for thousands of
dollars. Countries with the cheap-
est farm labour costs will be
selected to mass produce seeds
and then the produce will be
exported to nations which can
pay higher prices. Indian farm-
ers and women, who have pre-
served seeds and biodiversity,
may be alienated and all of their
biodiversity commercialised by
big agricultural companies of the
developed world. 

Given the threat of climate
change, we cannot allow for
rampant exploitation of our
PGRs only to participate in for-
eign treaties. We should learn
from China and be more conser-
vative and nationalistic in our
approach towards our biological
heritage. 

(The writer is Programme
Director for Policy and Outreach
at the National Seed Association
of India)
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Sir — This refers to the editori-
al, “Bangla pride” (October 15).
Sheer information or official dec-
laration may testify that Abhijit
Banerjee, along with Esther Duflo
and Michael Kremer, has won the
Nobel Prize for Economics just
like Amartya Sen was honoured
with the same in the similar
field. But the underlying fact
remains that the Nobel
Committee has actually hon-
oured the embedded humanity
within the trio and previously
Sen. After all, the economics
pursued by them wasn’t related to
stock market with an inclined
pro-rich growth story. Rather,
they pursued economics with a
humanitarian approach. Their
sole focus was on exploring
strategies to alleviate poverty,
improving children’s education
and expand access to healthcare. 

Since education and health
form the two most important pil-
lars upon which a society thrives
and prospers, indifference to
these two can never eradicate the
curse of poverty from society. All
the fight against it can be initiat-
ed only through an able healthy
nutritious body, enriched with

basic academic/vocational educa-
tion and skills. Also, quality edu-
cation and health can be ensured
in this commercialised society
only when people are uplifted
from poverty. 

So it is seen that poverty, edu-
cation and health are intertwined

and all these three subjects need
to be pursued at one go.

India and the developing
nations must take cue from the
humanitarian approach of the
three and learn to accord utmost
priority towards alleviating pover-
ty and ensuring education and

health to the deprived by investing
maximum resource, energy and
time. Nothing is more crucial
than human capital. Proper nurtur-
ing and utilisation of it will ensure
the achievement of all other goals.

Kajal Chatterjee
Kolkata
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Sir — This refers to the editorial,
“Bengal pride” (October 15).  The
policy adopted by Abhijit Banerjee
must inspire our policymakers to
take a leaf out of his randomised
controlled field trials (RCTs) model
and propel them to course-correct.
Instead of working towards reduc-
ing the burden of the corporate
class, our lawmakers will do well
to increase the purchasing power
of the poor, minimise income
inequalities and enhance the qual-
ity of life of the people.

Yash
Via email
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Sir — The number of deals signed
between China and Nepal have
made it clear that Kathmandu no
longer wants to be dependent on
India nor will it encourage any
Indian dominance. New Delhi
needs to be wary of the growing
Nepal-China cooperation.

Shambhavi
Via email
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It is well-known that 70-90 per cent of merg-
ers and acquisitions (M&As) fail to create
value for shareholders, yet the deals are get-

ting bigger by the year. According to the India
M&A Report 2019 by Bain & Company, M&A
activity has remained buoyant from 2015 well
into 2019 with more than 3,600 deals with an
aggregate value of more than $310 billion.
During this period, several developments led to
an unprecedented re-organisation of asset own-
ership in corporate India. The present landscape
offers a tremendous opportunity for well-man-
aged businesses with a strong deal thesis, look-
ing for new avenues of growth and/or improv-
ing profitability. Large deals doubled in value
between 2015 and 2016 to $23 billion. Over 2017
to 2018, large deal value doubled again, to $56
billion. Deal size also grew during this period,
averaging $0.7 billion in 2015 to more than $2.6
billion in 2017 and 2018. Deal volume has been
robust across sectors, with industrial goods, ener-
gy and telecom and media representing more
than 60 per cent deals by volume and value.

Although deal values and volumes increase
every year, most of them eventually fail to cre-
ate synergy. Among other reasons, like nasty sur-
prises due to poor due-diligence, poor gover-
nance, poor communication channels, weak
leadership, paying a high price for acquisition
and non-integration of culture, are the main rea-
son why M&As fail. There are many examples
of companies that have destroyed shareholder
value by overpaying to acquire other companies.
Quaker Oats’ acquisition of Snapple for $1.7 bil-
lion in 1994 still rings a bell as it sold Snapple
to Triarc for $300 million 27 months after buy-
ing it, losing a whopping $1.4 billion, making
it one of the worst flops in corporate-merger his-
tory. India Inc also has countless examples of
overpriced purchases. Subex, once a fairy well-
known, Bengaluru-based telecom software
maker, tipped into bankruptcy by the disastrous
acquisition of Canadian telecom software com-
pany Syndesis for $164 million in 2007, which
was four times its annual revenue. This deal
turned out to be overpriced as the revenue of
Syndesis in the following year halved. 

Overpriced acquisitions are not a new phe-
nomenon. But what makes a company ignore
evidence and overpay for acquisitions? The
answer lies mostly in behavioural theories.
Agency problem is one of the main reasons for
this, as in most of the cases, senior executives
earn bonuses and stock grants based on metrics
that have no real connect to value. Corporate
governance and activist shareholders take a back-
seat as executives have a higher influence on the
process.  So, they push the deals where they can
make more money. Second, when valuations are
generally high, as in India, companies fall into
the overvaluation trap and end up making flashy
acquisitions. Proposed by Michael Jensen of
Harvard Business School, it is a behavioural trap,
where managers try to generate the expected per-
formance in the short run, all the way knowing,
that maintaining higher performance is not pos-
sible, and in turn making investments that will
ultimately fall short. By making such invest-
ments, companies postpone the consequences
of their bad investment decision. Too much
money chasing relatively scarce investment
opportunities, is also one of the reasons why
companies end up paying more for their acqui-
sitions. Ego, the driving force that helps individ-

uals reach the top of any organisation,
is at play, when it comes to acquisitions
as well. It pushes executives to overpay
for acquisitions so they can get bigger
and bigger, or so that they can stop a
competitor from getting bigger than
them. In addition, managers are also
susceptible to the Pollyanna Principle,
a psychological bias that overrates
positive memories and discounts neg-
ative ones. This means that executives
take a cue from a few overpriced deals
that were successful — like buying of
PayPal by eBay for $1.5 billion or
Google paying $1.6 billion for YouTube
— and turn a blind eye towards scores
of overpriced deals that went kaput
such as the disastrous AOL/Time
Warner merger that led to a $45 billion
write-down.

Even experienced managers, some-
times, get attached to a deal, making
them susceptible to bad decisions. In
this situation, how should managers
decide how much to pay or when to
walk away? In this flashy corporate
world, executives routinely get caught
up in the excitement of the race, fall
prey to it and offer more than they
should. So the first criterion is to be dis-
ciplined and detached and the key to
success in buying another company is
knowing the maximum price one can
pay and then having the discipline not
to pay a penny more. A company
should be able to walk way from a deal
if the synergy value is not being creat-
ed.  In addition to overpriced acquisi-
tions, culture has also emerged as one
of the dominant barriers to effective
integrations and more than half of the
mergers fail due to lack of cultural inte-
gration. Culture is the long-standing,
largely implicit shared values, beliefs,
and assumptions that influence behav-
iour, attitudes and meaning in a com-
pany or society. Since, it is a soft con-
cept having a set of implicit influences,
and it is difficult to account for com-
pletely or accurately, therefore, it
becomes the responsibility of the top
management to stop culture clashes

from undermining their desired goals. 
History is replete with examples of

well-analysed and thought-of mergers
having failed due to cultural clashes as
they play a role in preventing post-inte-
gration plans from being properly
executed. January happens to be the
18th anniversary of one of the worst
mergers in corporate history — Time
Warner and AOL. Merging the cultures
of these two companies was problem-
atic from the word go. The aggressive
and, apparently “arrogant” AOL peo-
ple shocked the sober and corporate
Time Warner side. Cooperation and
promised synergies failed to materialise
as mutual disrespect came to colour
their relationships. When German
Daimler (the makers of Mercedes-
Benz) merged with American compa-
ny Chrysler in the late 1990s, it was
called a “merger of equals.” A few years
later, due to discordant company cul-
tures like differences in the level of for-
mality, philosophy on issues such as pay
and expenses, and operating styles, the
merger turned into a fiasco. After major
losses and layoffs, in 2007, Daimler sold
Chrysler to Cerberus Capital
Management for $6 billion. Taking an
example from India, the merger
between Kingfisher Airlines and Air
Deccan failed due to their cultural dif-
ferences with Kingfisher being a full-
flight service catering to premium
segment and Air Deccan’s vision to
empower every Indian to fly.

Meanwhile, some mergers endured
the cultural challenges to turn failures
into success stories. One such example
is that of Hewlett Packard and Compaq.
In 2001, struggling computing giant
Hewlett Packard acquired similarly
struggling competitor Compaq. There
were major cultural differences as
HP’s engineering-driven culture was
based on consensus and the sales-dri-
ven Compaq culture on rapid decision
making. This poor cultural fit result-
ed in years of bitter infighting in the
new company, and resulted in a loss of
an estimated $13 billion in market cap-

italisation. However, the company
hung on, and by making significant
cultural and leadership changes, result-
ed in long-term success.

Since integrating and redefining
the culture and corporate values and
reconciling the differences is essential
for success of mergers, companies
should avoid the “bear hug” i.e. to
impose their culture on the acquired
firm. To integrate cultures, the first step
is to define the cultural objective
based on where the deal’s greatest value
lies. An acquirer can assimilate the
acquired company and continue with
its own organisational values or it can
even use the merger to import the
acquired company’s beliefs into its own
organisation. In some cases, it can cre-
ate a blend. 

The next step is to diagnose the
cultural differences between the two
companies to identify and measure the
differences among people, units, geo-
graphical regions and functions using
a variety of tools like process flow maps,
customer interviews and employee
surveys. The third step after setting the
agenda and diagnosing the gaps is to
create an actionable plan that is much
more than the vision and values state-
ments, and is concrete enough to be
executed by managers. Finally, senior
leadership should take the responsibil-
ity for communicating regularly and
frequently using all new technological
innovations and techniques such as
social media, online platforms and
web-based employee forums, so that
the new defined cultural objectives per-
colate to all the departments and
employees. 

To summarise, although successful
mergers and acquisitions must be pri-
marily based on strategic, financial and
other objective criteria, it should be
more than just numbers and cash flow
analysis; it has to be more human for
it to survive and in turn create value
and synergies for all stakeholders. 

(The writer is Assistant Professor,
Amity University)
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The second informal summit at
Mamallapuram between Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and

the Chinese President Xi Jinping, in
the wake of the abrogation of Article
370 in Jammu & Kashmir and
China’s reaction towards it, had gen-
erated apprehension. 

Most analysts were speculating
the cancellation of this summit
because of bilateral tensions due to
Xi’s statements on the Kashmir issue
and Beijing’s open tilt in favour of
Pakistan even before the start of his
visit, but the continuation of the
“Chennai Connect” proved them
wrong. This summit indicated a

new form of diplomacy meant to
break the impasse between India and
China despite Beijing’s close ties with
Pakistan, insistence on resolution of
the Kashmir problem as per the UN
resolution and hosting of Pakistan
Prime Minister Imran Khan just
before Xi’s India visit. 

The non-cancellation of the visit
by either side despite other irritants,
like undermining New Delhi’s role in
international institutions, China’s
reluctance to support India’s entry
into the Nuclear Suppliers Group and
trapping India’s neighbours through
aid and connectivity, has signalled the
growing maturity of both the pow-
erful leaders of Asia. This also
reflects that both have understood
that dialogue is better than a dead-
lock as it will lead nowhere. Though
the terse body language of Xi
throughout the visit was also
analysed but the agreement to host
the next summit in China has made
the “Chennai Connect” more inter-
esting for assessing the impact and

relevance of such summits in the
emerging global scenario wherein
China is trying to redefine a new
global order with its money, infra-
structure development, connectivi-
ty and expansion of trade. 

This becomes more important
when one sees it in connection with
the US, which is aiming not only to
change the Chinese-promoted glob-
al order through protectionism of
trade but also such measures which
have resulted in trade wars with
China and India. This tit-for-tat
approach of countries, in way of rec-
iprocal tariffs, is a bad omen for not
only the world economy but global
harmony. The narrow approach of
the US and China signals not only
the geo-economical aspects of the
US-China competition but also anti-
multilateralism, which India views as
necessary for spreading its power and
influence, especially in the Indo-
Pacific and Asia.

The US understands China’s
tactics and its greedy geo-economic

and geo-political initiatives, which
are aimed at replacing and challeng-
ing America as a key security
provider and stabiliser in the Indo-
Pacific. However, its obsession with
Iran, Turkey, North Korea, non-clar-
ity on global issues and isolationist
tendencies reflected through the
“America First” policy have made
China bold enough to expand its
reach and influence in all continents,
including Europe, Asia, Africa,
Southeast and South Asia. This is
something that India is dreading, as
in New Delhi’s perception, an eco-
nomically and geo-politically pow-
erful China is an obstacle to its dream
of becoming a leading power of Asia.
China’s constant moral, economic,
military and infrastructural support
to its all-weather friend Pakistan, Xi’s
visit to Nepal after India and cement-
ing of many agreements, including a
trans-Himalayan corridor between
China and Nepal (CNEC), a railway
line to connect Tibet and
Kathmandu,  Chinese engagement in

Myanmar, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka,
expansion of naval power across the
Indian Ocean Region, connectivity
and infrastructure development
through Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI) confirm India’s apprehen-
sions. 

On the one hand it shows that
India’s encirclement from all direc-
tions by China is complete, but on the
other hand it also signals the desire
of neighbouring countries to venture
out of India’s ambit.  In view of this,
the expanding connectivity through
BRI is becoming a very serious issue
for India as some BRI-funded pro-
jects are in the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) in
Pakistan Occupied Kashmir (PoK)
and in the absence of transparency,
sustainability and rule of law, the
neighbours are being trapped in a
Chinese debt-trap. Although during
the second Belt and Road Forum, in
April, Xi had promised to take care
of India’s concerns, nothing concrete
is visible. 

However, despite showing firm-
ness not to support BRI and attempts
to save the neighbours from a debt
trap, the complex world order has
forced India to play its role careful-
ly and engage with China wisely. In
Bangkok, during the Quad meeting,
while supporting the idea of partner-
ships to promote a transparent, rule-
based approach to trans-boundary
challenges, India avoided any state-
ments, which could offend China. 

India is also collaborating with
Vietnam, Japan and other regional
powers, but without annoying China.
The unresolved border dispute, fre-
quent scuffles with Indian troops,
trade imbalance, the growing power
disparity between India and China
and unpredictability of US support
have also forced India to play its card
with precision. Despite knowing
about China eating into Indian ter-
ritory in Ladakh and Pakistan’s aid
to various terrorist outfits, a face-sav-
ing exit from Afghanistan has forced
the US to ignore Islamabad’s activi-

ties and support it even at the cost of
India’s national interests. The help-
lessness of New Delhi has made the
challenge more serious for India.
Therefore, while working closely
with like-minded countries and
exposing the Pakistan-China connec-
tion at all international forums,
engaging with China through such
summits is a good policy, though it
may not bring the desired results. But
as the choices are very limited,
India’s move of not unnecessarily
engaging in acrimonious matters is
being seen as the gains of this meet-
ing which has paved the way for the
next summit. 

Although it is not a game-chang-
ing move but if India plans it well and
also tries to explore opportunities to
hit China where it can, then in future,
the maturity shown by both leaders
and strength and weakness of one
another will prove that dialogue is
better than deadlock.

(The writer is professor of Political
Science at HNB Garhwal University)
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Less than 48 hours after the
brutal killing of Rajasthan

truck driver in Shopian, anoth-
er non-local labourer from
Chhattisgarh was shot dead in
cold blood by terrorists in
Nehama area of South
Kashmir's Pulwama district on
Wednesday. 

In another operation, first
after the postpaid mobile ser-
vices were resumed in Kashmir
valley, the joint teams of secu-
rity forces eliminated three
Lashkar-e- Tayyeba (LeT) ter-
rorists in Anantnag district
during the night long operation.

According to police, "the
deceased labourer, identified as
Sethi Kumar Sagar, was work-
ing in a local brick kiln to earn
his livelihood". 

Sagar was targeted by the
terrorists while he was heading

towards work early Wednesday
morning. 

His dead body was lying in
a pool of blood when a local
police party arrived on the
spot. Police said, the terrorists
had pumped in bullets from a
very close range.  

Two back to back incidents
of target killing of outsiders
from Kashmir Valley has
already triggered  fresh wave of
panic among the local farmers,
waiting to harvest their apple
crop in the orchards. Sharief
Khan, a truck driver from
Rajasthan was killed late
Monday evening in Shopian
while he was transporting apple
boxes outside the State.

Responding to the securi-
ty concerns of local farmers in
the area, a top Army
Commander of Srinagar based
Chinar Corps, Lt-Gen KJS
Dhillon Wednesday said all

possible security will be pro-
vided to the farmers so that
they can reap the harvest.

Interacting with the
reporters, Lt-Gen Dhillon  said,
"The farmers will be allowed to
sell their fruits to whomsoev-
er they want to. I would assure
security to all farmers in
Kashmir, it'll be provided by the
State. It is our responsibility.”

Sharing details of the night
long operation, Police
spokesman in Srinagar said, "
a cordon and search operation
was launched on the interven-
ing night of Tuesday and
Wednesday in Pazalpora area of
Anantnag after receiving a spe-
cific tip off  about the presence
of terrorists in the area from the
district police.

Police spokesman said, "as
security forces tightened the
cordon and approached a
house, the house owner resist-
ed saying that no one was pre-
sent at their premises". Without
paying any heed, the security
forces carried on with their
operation.

The first contact with the
hiding terrorists was estab-
lished  in the wee hours around
2.30 am as they first opened fire
at the approaching security
forces, police spokesman said.

In the ensuing encounter,
the entire house came down
due to the gun fight, they said,
adding that the bodies have
been handed over to the fam-
ilies for their burial.

Police spokesman said, the
killed terrorists have been iden-
tified as Nasir Gulzar resident
of  Kharpora Arwani
Anantnag, Aqib Ahmad Hajam
resident of  Redwani Payeen
Kulgam and Zahid Hussain
Lone resident of Takiya
Masood Shah Bijbehara.

All the killed terrorists as
per police records were affili-
ated with proscribed terror
outfit LeT and were wanted by
law for their complicity in a
series of terror crimes includ-
ing attack on security estab-
lishments and civilian atroci-
ties.

According to the police

records, all of them had a his-
tory of terror crime cases and
were part of groups involved in
planning & executing terror
attacks in the area and many
other civilian atrocities.

As per the records avail-
able with police, Nasir Gulzar
was involved in case FIR No.
84/2018 of PS Achabal
Anantnag pertaining to terror
attack at police guard
Khulchora Ranipora Achabal
on 07 September 2018.

Aaqib Ahmad Hajam was
also involved in planning and
executing series of terror
attacks on security establish-
ments and many other civilian
atrocities in the area. He was
involved in case FIR NO.
23/2017, 16/2019, 28/2019 and
31/2019. Similarly Zahid
Hussain Lone was part of ter-
ror groups responsible for ter-
ror attacks in the area.

Incriminating material
including arms & ammunition
were recovered from the site of
encounter, police spokesman
said.
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Fishermen along the 7,516
km long Indian coastline are

in for a bonanza as the  scien-
tists and engineers of the Indian
National Centre for Ocean
Information Services (INCOIS)
at Hyderabad have come out
with a state-of-the-art instru-
ment that gives out a plethora
of real time information about
the oceans and sea surrounding
the peninsular region.

Though the INCOIS, func-
tioning under the Ministry of
Earth Sciences, have been com-
ing out with innovative prod-
ucts for the benefit of the fish-
ermen community  like
Potential Fishing Zone (PFZ)
where there would be aggre-
gation of fish catch which
helped in saving precious fuel

as well as time spent in the sea,
the data and real time infor-
mation eluded the fishers once
they crossed the distance of 10
to 12 km from the shore.

This is because the fisher-
men usually travel up to 300
nautical miles and beyond to
conduct multiday fishing oper-
ations. Fishermen along the
Tamil Nadu and Kerala coasts
had told The Pioneer that each
fishing operation means three
to four weeks stay in the sea
and beyond the reach of tele
communication systems.
“Once we cross the 10 km dis-
tance from the shore, we go
incommunicado as mobile
phones and high frequency
radios go off ,” said Jayapalayan,
a marine engineer-turned-fish-
ermen activist based in
Chennai.

This handicap came in the

way in disseminating the infor-
mation about the Ockhi
cyclone (November/December,
2017), when fishermen had
gone deep sea fishing before the
onset of the cyclone. “We could
not inform them about the
developing cyclone. This com-
munication gap resulted in
loss of life, serious injuries to
those rescued and severe dam-
ages to fishing boats and fish-
ing gear,” said TM Balakr-
ishnan, senior scientist ,
INCOIS, who lead the team of
researchers in developing a
foolproof mechanism to dis-
seminate information about
ocean state forecasts, high wave
alerts, tsunami and high wave
surges even to fishermen in
high seas.

Thanks to the collaborative
research and development ini-
tiative by INCOIS and the

Airport Authority of India,
fishermen would start getting
the services of Gemini. It has
nothing to do with the zodiac
sign as well as astrology
because the term stands for the
third astrological sign as per the
Hindu system of astrology.
Readers are aware of GAGAN
(GPS Aided Geo Augmented
Navigation ) Satellite System
through which INCOIS used to
transmit details about PFZ and
other ocean state conditions for
those who are dependent on
ocean for their livelihood.   

GAGAN system consists of
three geosynchronous satel-
lites (GSAT-8, GSAT-10 and
GSAT-15).  GAGAN foot-print
covers the entire Indian Ocean
round the clock. “To receive the
messages transmitted through
the GAGAN satellites, INCOIS
together with AAI developed a

low-cost GAGAN system-
enabled GEMINI (GAGAN
Enabled Mariner's Instrument
for Navigation and
Information) device and elec-
tronically designed and manu-
factured by a private industry
M/S Acord, Bangalore under
Make in India Program,” Dr
Balakrishnan told The Pioneer.

He explained that the GEM-
INI device receives and transfers
the data received from GAGAN
to a mobile through Bluetooth
communication.“A mobile appli-
cation developed by INCOIS
decodes and displays the infor-
mation in nine regional lan-
guages,” said Dr Balakrishnan.
Fishermen will start getting
details about Potential Fishing
Zones three days in advance and
this would give them enough
time and space to set sail for the
catch well in advance.
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Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee on

Wednesday released a book
mentioning the exploits of her
Government in the past eight
years “in comparison to the
previous Governments in the
preceding 64 years.”

Releasing the booklet the
Chief Minister said that the
State had since her coming to
power in 2011 marched ahead
in every respect “if compared
to the previous Governments
that ruled for 64 years Bengal
post Independence.”

The Chief Minister said
“our tax revenue has gone up
more than three-fold,” and
added the State had witnessed
an 11-time increase in capital
expenditure which has led to
the “massive development in
the infrastructure develop-
ment.”

Stating that the “main goal
of the government is to take the
State ahead in the path of
development,” making it num-
ber one state in the country
Banerjee said Bengal’s planned
expenditure had gone up more
than six times while the agri-
cultural growth had witnessed
a nine-fold jump.

Earlier writing on World
Food Day Banerjee reminded
how her Government had
ensured food security to more
than 8 crore people of the
State.

“today is World Food Day.
We have ensured the food
security of more than 8.5 crore”
of Bengal through Khadya
Sathi Scheme, adding how 
her government had provided
special assistance to the 
people of Jangalmahal and the
hills (of North Bengal) 
apart from catering to the
needs of Aila-hit areas of
Sunderbans as well as the dis-
placed farmers of Singur and
the workers of the closed tea
gardens.

“Special assistance is also
provided to the people of
Jangalmahal and Hill areas,
Aila-affected areas, farmers of
Singur, tea garden workers &
Toto tribe,” she maintained.

Later in the day the Chief
Minister visited the house of
India’s latest Nobel Laureate
Abhijit Vinayak Banerjee where
she met her mother also an
economist for more than half-
an-hour and discussed her
Government’s economic poli-
cies with her.

“We are proud to be

Indians and Bengalis that a
Abhijit babu has received Nobel
Prize along with her wife for his
work on poverty alleviation. In
fact our Government has also
taken a whole lot of steps
regarding this and during my
meeting with his mother I
related many of such schemes
to her.

“I have directed the Home
Secretary and other
Government officials to keep
her posted about our 
developmental activities from
time to time so that we can 
be helped Mr Banerjee’s invalu-
able advice,” the Chief Minister
said adding she was proud of
another Bengali personality
Sourav Ganguly who had been
nominated as the next presi-
dent of the Board of Control for
Cricket in India.

“Sourav is the son of the
soil and our own child. I am
proud of his becoming the
BCCI president. Last time he
was here he met me and I am
expecting a meeting with him
soon,” Banerjee said.

The Chief Minister’s state-
ment comes hours after critics
said Home Minister and BJP
leader Amit Shah had a hand
in Ganguly’s becoming the
BCCI president.
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The Central Bureau of
Investigation has sent

notices to senior officials of the
Bengal Government demanding
the relevant papers of previous
investigations into the multi-
crore Rose Valley chit fund
case.

Alleging that the State
police had despite repeated
requests failed to produce rele-
vant evidentiary documents
and other inventories the
Agency has written to Chief
Secretary Rajiva Sinha to
arrange for the relevant docu-
ments at the earliest.

Apart from the Chief

Secretary the CBI has also sent
a notice of appearance to the
officer on special duty in State
Finance, asking him to appear
before the Agency on October
18, sources said.

The latest development
comes within a month of the
CBI facing a judicial reversal in
Rajiv Kumar case with the
Calcutta High Court allowing

anticipatory bail to the former
Kolkata Commissioner of Police
the Sharada chit fund case.

Following a Supreme Court
order the CBI is investigating
the larger angle behind the chit
fund fraud. Before the CBI
begun its investigation the pre-
liminary probe was conducted
by a Special Investigation Team
led by senior IPS officer Rajiv
Kumar whom the Agency has
accused of non-cooperation.

The CBI says that the State
police and in particular Kumar
had despite repeated requests
failed to produce the relevant
papers and inventories to it for
the probe to be taken to its log-
ical end.
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The ongoing strike by
employees of the Telangana

State Road Transport
Corporation continued for the
12th day on Wednesday with
no immediate thaw between
Government and the staff in
sight.

"Strike is continuing. Even
as per the advice of (high)
court, neither the (TSRTC)
management nor government
has come forward for talks.As
JAC (Joint Action
Committee),we are ready for
talks," Raji Reddy, a leader of
employees' JAC, told PTI.

The protests would con-
tinue on Thursday and Friday
in the run-up to the October 19
state bandh called by them, he
said, adding that the next
course of action would be
announced later that day.

Reddy said leaders of the
national transport workers

unions, as also others like
Telangana Public sector
employees' federation, on
Wednesday extended support
to their strike.

The state-wide strike by
nearly 48,000 employees of
various TSRTC unions,
demanding fulfillment of their
demands, including merger of
RTC with the government, pay
revision and recruitment to
various posts, among oth-
ers,began on October 5.

Since the strike began, two
employees have ended their
lives and three attempted sui-
cide.

The Chief Minister had
ruled out talks with the
employees or taking them back,
terming the agitation as "ille-
gal".

The State Government has
been running some buses from
RTC's fleet, besides private
vehicles.

TRS parliamentary party

leader K Keshava Rao on
Tuesday indicated that he was
willing to hold talks with the
protesting employees to bring
the stir to an end.

Rao had earlier urged the
workers to call off the strike
and resolve their issues amica-
bly through negotiations.

He said on Tuesday he
was willing to take up the role
of a mediator if asked by Chief
Minister K Chandrasekhar
Rao.

The Telangana High Court
had on Tuesday directed the
state government and striking
employees to set aside their dif-
ferences and work towards an
amicable settlement.

Former MP and state
Congress working president
Ponnam Prabhakar on
Wednesday said his party would
intensify its stir after the October
19 state bandh if the TRS gov-
ernment failed to resolve the
RTC strike issue by then.
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The Madras High Court on
Wednesday directed the

CBI to file before it a copy of
the final investigation report in
the Pollachi sexual harassment
case once it was submitted in
the jurisdictional court.

Hearing a batch of peti-
tions, including a plea seeking
monitoring of the case by the
high court, it also ordered the
investigating agency to fur-
nish copies of the report to the
petitioners' counsel.

The case related to sexual
abuse of several women by a
gang in Pollachi in Coimbatore
district which came to light in
February after a victim lodged
a police complaint.

When the matter came up
before first bench comprising
acting Chief Justice Vineet
Kothari and Justice C
Saravanan, the Central Bureau
of Investigation submitted that
a charge sheet had already
been filed on May 23 in the
court of chief judicial magis-
trate in Coimbatore and five
accused were arrested.

The agency said some
videos which were recovered
from the mobile phones of the
accused were being scanned

and the final report would be
filed in the competent court
after the completion of the
probe, the agency said.

The court then adjourned
the PIL petitions, seeking var-
ious relief, including setting up
of a fact finding team and
monitoring of the probe, to
November 4 for further hear-
ing.

A gang of four men on
February 12 allegedly tried to
strip a 19-year-old woman
inside a car near Pollachi, over
500 km from here, and had
recorded the act and black-
mailed her using the visuals.

Later during probe, it
emerged that several other
women had been sexually
harassed by the gang.

Amid mounting public
outrage, the Tamil Nadu gov-
ernment in March transferred
the case to the CBI.
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With just a few days left for
the Maharashtra

Assembly elections, some civil
society groups in the state have
come out with a "manifesto",
drawing the attention of politi-
cians to 100 different demands
across 12 domains. The docu-
ment titled 'Maharashtra Urban
Citizen's Manifesto 2019' seeks
creation of inclusive and sus-
tainable urban spaces, finalisa-
tion of Maharashtra Housing
Policy and guaranteed mini-
mum wages not less than Rs
18,000, among other things.

The manifesto was collec-
tively prepared by 39 NGOs and
other groups in the state, includ-
ing Pani Haq Samiti,
Maharasthra Beghar Abhiyan,
Centre For Promoting
Democracy and Right to Pee.
Members of around a dozen of
these NGOs on Wednesday
held rallies in western suburbs
of Mumbai and distributed its
copies to voters.

Sitaram Shelar, convener of
Pani Haq Samiti, said the doc-
ument runs into 16 pages.

"After preparing the mani-
festo, we met heads of all the par-
ties last week and requested
them to incorporate our
demands in their poll mani-
festos. Few parties found our
document worthy and bor-
rowed some of our points. We
are now hitting the streets to sen-
sitise the voters," he said.
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JD(S) patriarch HD Deve
Gowda on Wednesday said

his party would field candidates
in all the 15 constituencies for
the December 5 bypolls, fol-
lowing the Supreme Court's
decision on the status of dis-
qualified Congress-JD(S) legis-
lators.

The former Prime Minister
also made it clear that there was
no question of taking back
three disqualified JD(S) legisla-
tors back into the party fold.

"The disqualified legisla-
tors case is likely to come up for
hearing in the Supreme Court
on October 22. Let's see what
will be the outcome from the
court.

If the court upholds the
decision of the then Speaker (to
disqualify MLAs) elections will
happen. If not, the bypolls may
not happen as per schedule,"
Gowda said.

Speaking to reporters here,
he said his son and former Chief
Minister H D Kumaraswamy
had already spoken about the
party's decision to field candi-
dates in all the 15 segments, and

there were no differences with-
in the party on this matter.

"There is a feeling among
some people that JD(S) may
only field its candidates in the
old Mysuru region, where the
party was strong...Winning or
loosing is another issue all
together.

We are fielding candidates
in all 15 constituencies going for
the polls," Gowda said, hinting
that this would form the
"groundwork" for JD(S) to con-
test local body polls from across
the State.

Congress and JD(S), that
contested the Lok Sabha polls in
alliance and had run a coalition
government in the state, have
decided to go separate ways in
the bypolls.

The bypolls to 15 of the 17
seats represented by disqualified
MLAs, which the Election
Commission had earlier decid-
ed to defer until the apex Court
decides on their plea challeng-
ing disqualification, has now
been scheduled for December
five. Among the 15 constituen-
cies going for the polls, 12 were
represented by Congress and
three by JD(S).
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Newly operational toll plaza
along the Jammu-

Pathankot National Highway at
Sarore in Samba district, has
become the new rallying point
for all the political parties and
their top brass in Jammu region.

Meanwhile, it is the com-
mon passenger who is facing
hardships for last five days on
account of long traffic jams and
strike by the transporters union
on the same route.

Sensing public mood, the
political parties lost no time
before throwing their hats in the
arena and started politicking to
earn brownie points.

Interestingly, none of the
politicians are standing with
the project executing agency-
National Highway Authority of
India (NHAI). 

On its part, Project Director,

NHAI Ajay Kumar Rajak has
already clarified before the
media that the toll plaza was
opened and operated as per rules
of the Central Government. He
also maintained “The rollback of
toll plaza at Sarore is not on
cards as its location and rates
have been decided by the
Central Government”. Ironically,
the BJP state president, Ravinder
Raina, had termed the toll post
as ‘ill thought-out decision of the
local officials of the NHAI’ and
sought its removal. 

Feeling the heat of growing
public anger against the BJP's
muted silence over the issue,
Raina shot off a letter to Union
Transport Minister Nitin
Gadkari requesting scrapping of
the toll plaza on October 12.

Union Minister of State in
the Prime Minister’s Office
(PMO), Dr Jitendra Singh also
intervened in the matter. After

meeting  Union Minister  Nitin
Gadkari on October 15, Dr
Singh tweeted, "I took up the
issue of Toll Plaza constructed by
the National Highway Authority
of India (NHAI) at Sarore with
Gadkari in New Delhi and sug-
gested Gadkari to defer opera-
tion of Toll Plaza at Sarore
keeping in view peculiar cir-
cumstances of the State’s transi-
tion into the Union Territory. Dr
Singh also took up the issue of
Toll Plaza with Governor Satya
Pal Malik and urged him to
defer the continuance of the
Plaza.

Meanwhile, opposition par-
ties,  Congress, National
Conference, Panthers Party,
Peoples Democratic Party and
several other organisations came
out on the streets and held
protest demonstrations seeking
scrapping of the toll plaza at
Sarore. 
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Invoking the “Narendra-
Devendra” formula which

he said proved to be a “super-
hit” during the last five years,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on Wednesday made a strong
pitch for Devendra Fadnavis’
return as the Chief Minister of
Maharashtra and said that the
Modi-Fadnavis  combination
would give the state a new
dimension to the state in terms
of development in the coming
years. 

Addressing a huge election
rally at Panvel in the neigh-
bouring Raigad district, Modi
said: “You have re-installed
Narendra in Delhi. I appeal to
the voters to re-install
Devendra with the same
strength. Delhi me Narendra,
Mumbai me Devendra ..
Narendra-Devendra formula
has been a super-hit during the

last five years.  In coming
years, this combination will
give a new dimension to the
state in terms of development”.

“You have to accept this
fact as well: When Devendra
and Narendra stand together, it
will not be 1+1=2, but togeth-
er they will become 11. The
combined strength of eleven
will take Maharashtra will
newer heights in the country.
At a time when we are aiming
to become a 5 trillion economy,
Maharashtra is such an engine
will give us boost will realising
our dream,” Modi said.

Modi also heaped praise on
Maharashtra for its key rile in
India becoming the third 
start-up friendly nation in the
world. “Maharashtra has played
a key role in our becoming the
third start-up friendly nation 
in the world. Youngsters 
from here have played a big role
in this. 
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Wednesday

slammed Opposition leaders
seeking a link between the
abrogation of Article 370
and the Maharashtra
Assembly polls, and told
them to go drown (doob
maro) for their stance.

Modi made the acerbic
remarks in Akola district of
Vidarbha region during a
campaign rally for the
October 21 Maharashtra
Assembly elections.

"How can they
(Opposition) say that Jammu
and Kashmir has nothing to
do with Maharashtra? They
should be ashamed of such
thoughts. Don't they have any
shame? Doob maro," he said,
using the two-word phrase in
Hindi.

Modi lambasted the
Congress and NCP chief
Sharad Pawar, who had
accused the ruling BJP of

"diverting attention from its
failures by harping on Article
370 abrogation."

"A shameless Opposition is
asking what is the connection
between Article 370 and
Maharashtra. We are proud of
the children of Maharashtra
who sacrificed everything for
Jammu and Kashmir," he said.

Modi said he was shocked
that such voices are being
raised for political gains in the
land of Shivaji Maharaj.

Pawar had said on Tuesday
that the BJP does not have any-
thing concrete to show and so
was harping on abrogation of
Article 370. "If you question
them about farmers' suicides,
unemployment, closure of
industries, the BJP responds
with Article 370," the NCP
leader had said.

Modi, who also addressed
poll rallies in Jalna and Raigad
districts later, said the Congress
now is not the same party that
fought for Independence.

"The (Congress) party is

taking its last breath. It sees
'rashtra bhakti' (nationalism) in
'parivar bhakti' (devotion to a
family)," he said without taking
any names.

"The Congress, which is
taking its last breath, sees
nationalism in devotion to a
family," Modi said.

Modi said Hindutva ideo-
logue V D Savarkar's "san-
skar" (values) are the basis for
nation-building, and rued that
Babasaheb Ambedkar was
denied the Bharat Ratna,
India's highest civilian honour.

"It is due to Savarkar's 'san-
skar' that we put nationalism as
the basis for nation-building,"
Modi said.

His remarks came a day
after BJP's Maharashtra unit
sought Bharat Ratna for
Savarkar in its poll manifesto.

Modi said the Marathwada
region in Maharashtra gave
three chief ministers to 
the state, but the area is still
backward in terms of develop-
ment.
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Women protesters, includ-
ing National Conference

President Farooq Abdullah's
sister and daughter, who were
arrested on Tuesday after they
took out a protest march, were

released on bail by a court here
this evening, officials said.

Abdullah's sister Suraiya,
his daughter Safiya and 11 other
women furnished a personal
bond of Rs 10,000 and surety of
Rs 40,000 each under section
107 of criminal procedure code,

giving an assurance that they
would maintain peace, the offi-
cials said. The women, who were
lodged in central jail Srinagar,
were released around 6 pm on
Wednesday after the court of
Chief Judicial Magistrate grant-
ed them bail, they said.

Suraiya and Safiya were lead-
ing a group of women activists,
who wore black arm bands and
held placards, while protesting
against abrogation of provisions
of Article 370 and bifurcation of
Jammu and Kashmir into two
union territories.
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Attacking the Opposition,
Chief Minister Yogi

Adityanath said that parties
like Samajwadi Party, Bahujan
Samaj Party and Congress
wanted power to loot, not to
serve the people as they were
not concerned about nation’s
interest but only about their
personal interests.

Addressing a series of ral-
lies in Bahraich and Mau on
Wednesday, the Chief Minister
said that the character of the
SP, the BSP and the Congress
was similar.

“They are families, not
political parties and they are
not concerned about the
progress of the citizens,” he
said.

“Anarchy, corruption and
dishonesty remain their sole
agenda after they come to
power. In order to maintain
their vote banks to retain
power, they oppose the deci-
sions taken in the interest of
the country. They do not even
shy away from supporting
terrorism. Such people are
not liking abrogation of Article
370 and they speak the lan-
guage of Pakistan,” Yogi said.

The Chief Minister said
that improvement in law and
order and curbing corrup-
tion were the priorities of his
Government.

“Criminals have got a

clear message and they have
understood the motive of the
government. Those who did
not understand this in the begin-
ning, have been made to
acknowledge it and now either
they are behind bars or have fled
the state,” he said.

“During the rule of
Samajwadi Party, riots took
place every other day. There
was loss of property and restric-
tions were imposed on cele-
bration of festivals. But now, no
riots take place and all festivals
are celebrated with zeal,” he
said.

The Chief Minister said
that during his 30-month rule,
the Bharatiya Janata Party gov-
ernment had provided employ-
ment to 2.25 lakh youth in a
transparent manner and no
complaint of wrongful means
was reported. “People who
came under suspicion were
expelled at once,” he said.

Speaking at a rally in
Bahraich’s Balha town, the
Chief Minister said that the
state government constructed
a medical college in the name
of Maharaj Suheldev.

“Admissions will start here
from this year and this will pro-
vide better health facilities to
the people of Bahraich,” he said.

“In addition, the state gov-
ernment is also promoting
sports by constructing open
gymnasium and sports
grounds in every village,” the

Chief Minister said.
Yogi said that the BJP was

the only democratic party in the
country. “It is only the BJP
where any booth level worker
can become prime minister and
national president of the party,”
he said.
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India has halved its poverty
rate since the 1990s and

achieved a seven plus growth
rate over the last 15 years, the
World Bank said on Tuesday.

India is both critical to the
success of global development
efforts, including eliminating
extreme poverty, and as an
influential leader for global
goods such as addressing cli-
mate change, the bank said
ahead of the annual meeting
between it and the
International Monetary Fund.

The country has achieved
annual growth exceeding seven
per cent over the last 15 years,
halved its poverty rate since the
1990s, and enjoyed strong
improvements in most human
development outcomes, the
World Bank said.

Noting that India’s growth

is expected to continue and
elimination of extreme pover-
ty in the decade is within
reach, it said at the same time,
the country’s development tra-
jectory nonetheless faces con-

siderable challenges. 
For this, the World Bank

said, India will need to achieve
greater resource efficiency as it
sustains growth, given its
resource endowments and large

population. 
Land will need to be used

more productively in urban
areas by the spatial transfor-
mation of cities achieving
“agglomeration economies”

and in rural areas by increased
agricultural productivity, it
said. 

India’s water management
will need to provide for shift-
ing water allocation to higher-
value uses and policies to
increase the value of water use
within sectors.  

In addition, 230 million
people are not properly con-
nected to the electricity grid
while generation will need to be
less carbon intensive, the World
Bank pointed out. 

“More generally, India’s
rapidly growing economy
needs investment in infra-
structure, an estimated 8.8 per-
cent of GDP or $343 billion a
year until 2030,” it said.

Second, sustained growth
will also need to accelerate
inclusion, especially to create
more and better jobs.  While an
estimated 13 million people

enter the working age popula-
tion each year, only three mil-
lion new jobs are being gener-
ated on an annual basis, the
financial institution said. 

The World Bank said a par-
ticular challenge lies in India’s
declining female labour force
participation, which at 27 per-
cent is among the lowest in the
world despite overcoming gen-
der gaps in education.

“Finally, India’s public sec-
tor institutions will need to be
modernised to deliver services
and regulations that match the
aspirations of a middle income
country; this will entail improv-
ing accountability and effec-
tiveness, improving the ability
of the state to interface with the
private sector, 
and strengthening the compact
among tiers of government to
improve service delivery,” the
bank said. 
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It is important for India to
keep fiscal deficit in check,

even though its revenue pro-
jections look optimistic, Chief
Economist of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) Gita
Gopinath has said.

As against India’s real
growth rate of 6.8 per cent in
2018, the IMF in its latest
World Economic Outlook
released on Tuesday, projected
the country’s growth rate at 6.1
per cent for 2019 and noted
that the Indian economy is
expected to pick up at 7 per
cent in 2020.

In India’s case, there has
been a negative impact on
growth that has come from
financial vulnerabilities and
the non-bank financial sector,
and the impact on consumer
borrowing and borrowing of
small and medium enterprises,
Gopinath said.

The Indian-American
economist was speaking to
reporters ahead of the annual
meeting of the IMF and the

World Bank.
On the projections in the

World Economic Outlook
report, Gopinath said 
appropriate steps have been
taken. 

Appreciative of the recent
steps being taken by Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
to address the economic chal-
lenges being faced by India, she
said there is 
still a lot more that needs to be
done. 

Prominent among these
include cleaning up of balance
sheets of regular commercial
banks, Gopinath said.

“In our projections we have
that India will recover to 7 per
cent growth in 2020. And the
premise is that these particular
bottlenecks will clear up,” she
said.

On the fiscal side for India,
there have been some recent
measures, including the cor-
porate tax cut. There has not
been an announcement about
how that will be offset to rev-
enues at this point, Gopinath
said.

New Delhi: India’s fuel demand
slipped to its lowest in over two
years in September after a fall
in diesel and industrial fuel con-
sumption negated the rise in
petrol and LPG consumption.

Consumption of petrole-
um products in September
dropped to 16.01 million
tonnes, its lowest since July
2017, from 16.06 million
tonnes in the same month last
year, according to data from the

Petroleum Planning and
Analysis Cell (PPAC).

Diesel, the most used fuel
in the country, saw demand
drop by 3.2 per cent to 5.8 mil-
lion tonnes, while naphtha
sales were down by a quarter to
8,44,000 tonnes.

Bitumen, used in road con-
struction, too saw consumption
drop by 7.3 per cent to 343,000
tonnes. Fuel oil sales edged 3.8
per cent lower in September to

525,000 tonnes.
These downward trends

negated the rise in cooking gas
(LPG) and petrol demand.

The sale of petrol rose 6.2
per cent to 2.37 million tonnes,
but sale of jet fuel or ATF fell
1.6 per cent to 6,66,000 tonnes.

LPG consumption surged
6 per cent to 2.18 million
tonnes on the back of
Government’s push for the use
of cleaner fuel. PTI
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The IMF on Wednesday
urged the largest economies

of the world, including India,
to be prepared to engage in a
coordinated policy action, a
day after it downgraded the
2019 global growth rate to 3 per
cent — the slowest pace since
the 2008 global financial crisis.

The remarks by Vitor
Gaspar, Director of the
International Monetary Fund’s
Fiscal Affairs Department,
came a day after the IMF
painted a grim picture of the
global economy.

“It is timely for the largest

economies to be prepared to
engage in a coordinated poli-
cy action if downside risks to

the global economic growth
materialise,” Gaspar told PTI in
an interview.
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Chief Economic Advisor KV
Subramanian on

Wednesday called upon the
industry to start making invest-
ments, stressing that the fun-
damentals of the economy are
“very very strong”.

On more than �40,000
crore of dues pending to small
companies, he nudged large
corporates to ensure timely
payment to the MSME sector
as small players are dependent
on cash flows.

Large companies must play

a critical role in clearing cash
dues to smaller companies, he
said at an event organised by
industry chamber Ficci 
being attended by several cor-
porates.

Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman on Monday had
said that according to returns
filed by large corporates to the
Corporate Affairs Ministry, as
much as �40,000 crore was due
to the MSME sector.

The CEA further said the
slowdown in the economy is
due to a decline in invest-
ment, which is a key driver.
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India’s public sector banks
had the “worst phase” under

the “combination” of former
prime minister Manmohan
Singh and ex-RBI governor
Raghuram Rajan, and giving
the ailing banks a “lifeline” was
her primary duty now, Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
has said.

The public sector banks
have been grappling with bad
loans and the government has
been taking measures to
address the issue. In August,
the government announced
upfront capital infusion to the
tune of �70,000 crore into the
public sector banks. Besides, 10
public sector banks are being
consolidated into four.

Delivering a lecture at the

prestigious Columbia
University’s School of
International and Public Affairs
here on Tuesday, Sitharaman
said: 

“While economists can
take a view of what prevails
today or prevailed years ago,
but I will also want answers for
the time when Rajan was in the
Governor’s post speaking about
the Indian banks, for which
today to give a lifeline is the pri-
mary duty of the Finance
Minister of India. And the
lifeline-kind of an emergency
has not come overnight”.

“I do respect Raghuram
Rajan as a great scholar who
chose to be in the central bank
in India at a time when the
Indian economy was all buoy-
ant,” she said during the lecture
organised by the Deepak and
Neera Raj Centre on Indian
Economic Policies of the
Columbia University.

Asked about the ex-RBI
governor’s comments during a
recent lecture at Brown
University in which he had
apparently mentioned that in
its first term, the Narendra
Modi government had not
done better on the economy
because the government was
extremely centralised and the
leadership does not appear to
have a consistent articulated
vision on how to achieve eco-
nomic growth.

New Delhi: The Telecom
Department (DoT) is trying to
get more spectrum free in the
3.3-3.6 Ghz band for 5G ser-
vices, a top official said on
Wednesday. The industry has
raised concerns over the limit-
ed availability of spectrum in
the mid frequency bands
marked for 5G services.

With the defence and the
space departments claiming
frequencies in the 3.3-3.6 Ghz
band, which has been recom-
mended for 5G services by the
regulator Trai. PTI
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Union Minister Nitin
Gadkari on Wednesday

said the MSME Ministry has
sought a fund of �10,000 crore
to buy equity in small busi-
nesses wanting to list on the
stock exchanges.

“We have requested the
Finance Ministry to sanction us
�10,000 crore and whichever
MSE (micro and small enter-
prises) wants to list their equi-
ty on the stock exchanges, we
will buy 10 per cent in them.

“I believe this 10 per cent
of our equity will increase by
two to three times in 3-4 years.
So this will increase value of
our capital so that we can keep
rolling this fund as the gov-
ernment alone cannot do all
the things in this age and

time,” the Minister for micro,
small and medium enterprises
(MSME) said at the ‘India
MSE Awards 2019’.

Gadkari, who is also the
union minister for road trans-
port and highways, said he
wants to increase the revenue
of the ministry to �1 lakh
crore in next five years without
seeking any help from the
Government by monetising
road assets.

He said roadside amenities
such as providing space for
charging stations or petrol
pumps and charging commis-
sion from companies, can be
tapped to increase the rev-
enue of the ministry.

The minister also said there
is huge potential for small
units and businesses in India
for export competitiveness.
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The trade war between the
United States and China

will drag the global economy
down with the gloomiest
growth forecast for 2019 and
2020 since the financial crisis,

warned the International
Monetary Fund.

Predictions estimate the
world economy will grow by
only 3 per cent in 2019 picking
up to 3.4 per cent by 2020, a
considerable slowdown from
2017’s 3.8 per cent growth.
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Ceylanpinar (Turkey): Turkey
rebuffed international pressure
to curb its military offensive
against Kurdish militants in
Syria on Wednesday as US
President Donald Trump dis-
patched his deputy Mike Pence
to Ankara to demand a ceasefire.

Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan rejected any
negotiations, telling parliament
the only way to solve Syria's
problems was for the Kurdish
forces to "lay down their arms...
Destroy all their traps and get
out of the safe zone that we have
designated." 

Battles raged in the key
Syrian border town of Ras al-
Ain on Wednesday, with
Kurdish fighters burning tyres in
a bid to blind Ankara's war-
planes and digging in against a
ground offensive by Turkish-
backed Syrian rebels.

The operation, now in its
second week, has triggered a
flurry of diplomacy among
major powers.

Trump sent Pence along

with his top diplomat Mike
Pompeo to Turkey amid the
greatest crisis in relations for
decades between the NATO
allies.

Moscow has stepped into
the void left by Trump's with-
drawal of US troops from north-
ern Syria, deploying patrols to
prevent clashes between Syrian
and Turkish forces.

The Kremlin said it would
host Erdogan for a meeting
with his Russian counterpart
Vladimir Putin in the coming
days, to ensure the operation
does not turn into all-out war
between Turkey and Syria.

Trump has hit back at
Erdogan, slapping sanctions on
three cabinet officials and rais-
ing tariffs on Turkish steel.

Pence's office released a
statement that he would meet
Erdogan on Thursday and "voice
the United States' commitment
to reach an immediate ceasefire
and the conditions for a nego-
tiated settlement".

He reiterated that Trump
will pursue "punishing eco-
nomic sanctions" until a reso-
lution is reached.

There was confusion after

Erdogan told reporters he would
not meet with Pence — a posi-
tion that was later reversed by
his office. AFP
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Beirut: The prospect that thou-
sands of the world's most fanat-
ic jihadists could break out in
the chaos caused by Turkey's
invasion of northeastern Syria
is causing widespread alarm.

The Kurdish administration
guarding those suspected mem-
bers of the Islamic State group
is crumbling and their fate has
never seemed more uncertain.

This is what we know about
the detainees, whose fate has
been a security and diplomatic
hot potato for months: 

How many?
According to the Kurdish

administration, there are around
12,000 suspected ISIS fighters in
the custody of Kurdish securi-
ty forces across northeastern
Syria.

At least 2,500 of them are
non-Iraqi foreigners of more
than 50 different nationalities.
Tunisia is thought to have the

biggest contingent. Officials in
Paris say 60 to 70 French nation-
als are among those held. The
rest are around 4,000 Syrians
and roughly the same number
of Iraqis.

Where?
The fighters, who were

detained mostly in the course of
operations led by Kurdish forces
and backed by the US-led coali-
tion against ISIS, are detained in
at least seven facilities.

The Kurdish-led Syrian
Democratic Forces do not reveal
the exact locations 
but some of them are 
known, including in Roj, in
Dashisha, Jerkin, Navkur and
Derik.

Given the high value of
some of the detainees, the secu-
rity levels at these facilities is
poor. "They are only buildings"
and not heavily fortified, said
one top official. AFP
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Washington: The US House of
Representatives passed a bill on
Tuesday sought by pro-democ-
racy protesters in Hong Kong
that aims to defend civil rights
in the semi-autonomous terri-
tory.

The Hong Kong Human
Rights and Democracy Act,
which will now move to the
Senate before it can become law,
has drawn rare bipartisan sup-
port in a polarised Congress.

The law would end the
Hong Kong-US special trading
status unless the State
Department certifies annually
that city authorities are respect-
ing human rights and the rule
of law.

The act will now move to a
similar vote in the Senate before
it can become law.

"Today we're simply urging
the Chinese president and the
Hong Kong Chief Executive,
Carrie Lam, to faithfully honor
the Government's promises"
that Hong Kong's rights and
autonomy would be protected,
Republican Representative
Chris Smith, prime sponsor of
the bill, said on Tuesday on the
House floor.

"The House just sent a
strong message to the people of
Hong Kong: We stand with you
in the fight for democracy and
justice," said Ben Ray Lujan, a
House Democrat. AFP
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Washington: The impeachment
inquiry is revealing vivid new
details about the high-level
unease over President Donald
Trump's actions toward Ukraine,
and those of his personal lawyer,
Rudy Giuliani, as the swift-
moving probe by House
Democrats showed no signs of
easing. The testimony from the
witnesses, mainly officials from
the State Department and other
foreign policy posts, is largely
corroborating the account of the
Govt whistleblower whose com-
plaint first sparked the impeach-
ment inquiry, according to law-
makers attending the closed-
door interviews. One witness,
former White House aide Fiona
Hill, testified that national secu-
rity adviser John Bolton was so
alarmed by Giuliani's back-
channel activities in Ukraine that
he described him as a "hand
grenade who is going to blow
everybody up." Another, career
State Dept official George Kent,
testified on Tuesday he was told
by administration officials to "lay
low" on Ukraine as "three ami-
gos" tied to the White House
took over US foreign policy
toward the Eastern European
ally. AP
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Seoul: North Korea released a
series of photos Wednesday
showing leader Kim Jong Un
riding a white horse to a sacred
mountain he has often climbed
before making key decisions. 

Near the mountain, Kim
reportedly vowed to overcome
US-led sanctions that he said
had both pained and infuriat-
ed his people.

The images and Kim's
rhetoric appeared aimed at
bolstering his leadership at
home as the North tries to
pressure the US into making
concessions in nuclear diplo-
macy.

The photos showed a
bespectacled Kim wearing a
long, light-brown coat and
riding on horseback up snow-
covered Mount Paektu. AP
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Tamil Nadu thrashed Gujarat by 78
runs in its final Group C match of the

Vijay Hazare here on Wednesday to fin-
ish with an all-win record in the 10-team
group.

Tamil Nadu, who topped the group
with 36 points from nine games and sec-
ond-placed Gujarat (32 points) qualified
for the knockout phase to be held in
Bengaluru from October 20.

Gujarat captain Parthiv Patel won the
toss and put Tamil Nadu in to bat and
saw the experienced Abhinav Mukund
(79, 68 balls, 13 fours) and Murali Vijay
(94, 106 balls, 8 fours, 2 sixes) rattle up
130 for the first wicket.

All-rounder Washington Sundar,
pushed up the order, made 42 (65 balls,
2 fours) and added 82 runs for the sec-
ond wicket with Vijay.

However, Tamil Nadu suffered a jolt,
losing Vijay and the prolific skipper
Dinesh Karthik (0) in quick succession.

Barring a partnership of 43 runs

between all-rounder Vijay Shankar (23,
28 balls, 1 six) and the in-form Baba
Aparajith (25, 22 balls, 1 four, 2 sixes),
the Tamil Nadu lower order fell apart.

From 268 for 4, Gujarat bowlers did
well to restrict Tamil Nadu to 274 for 9
in 50 overs. 

Faced with the task of making 280
to finish with nine wins from nine games,
Gujarat saw two of its best batsmsen —
Parthiv Patel (6) and Priyank Panchal 12
(11 balls, 1 four) fall early.

Bhargav Merai (44) played aggres-
sively and hit a few superb shots and his
50-run third wicket partnership with
Manprit Juneja (24) appeared to revive
Gujarat’s hopes.

Juneja became the first of M
Mohammed’s three victims before Merai
was run out by Mukund.

Left-hander Axar Patel (55, 55 balls,
3 fours, 2 sixes) resisted Tamil Nadu’s
surge.

Leg-spinner Murugan Ashwin
(2/35) castled Nagwaswalla (4) to end
Gujarat’s innings at 196.
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The BCCI president-elect
Sourav Ganguly has made it
clear that he would like to

know the selection committee’s
plans with regards to Mahendra
Singh Dhoni’s future and then give
his opinion on the matter.

The 39-year-old Dhoni has
been on a sabbatical post India’s
World Cup exit and is unlikely to
feature in three-match T20 series
against Bangladesh, set to be
picked on October 24.

While Dhoni has not
announced his international retire-
ment, the selectors have time and
again made clear that they intend
to move forward keeping next
year’s World T20 in mind.

“I will find out from the selec-
tors when I meet them on October
24. We will find out what the selec-
tors are thinking and then I will
put forth my opinion,” the soon-
to-be board supremo Ganguly
told reporters at Eden Gardens.

Ganguly also said that he
would like to speak to Dhoni and
know what he wants.

“We will have to see what
Dhoni wants. I will also speak to
him what he wants to do and what
he does not want to do.”

He said that since he was not
in the picture, he had no clarity on
Dhoni’s future.

“Since I was not in the picture,
it maybe a case that it’s not clear
with me as of now. Now will be in

a position to find out and then will
decide on the way forward.

The former India captain
made it clear that he will speak to
the selectors and captain once he
takes charge at the AGM on

October 23.
Earlier the selection meeting

was scheduled on October 21 but
now it will be held on October 24
along with selection of India A, B
and C teams for the Deodhar
Trophy.

“During all this time, I was
nowhere in picture. My first selec-
tion committee meeting will be on
October 24. So I will ask the selec-
tors and talk with the captain.
Coach (Ravi Shastri) won’t be there
as per the new Constitution,”
Ganguly said.

Asked if Ravi Shastri’s appoint-
ment will be subject to discussions
since there were questions with
regards to validity of the Kapil
Dev-led panel, Ganguly replied in
negative.

“I don’t think so that it will
jeopardise the selection of Ravi
Shastri. I am not sure though. Even
we had selected the coach when
there was this conflict issue,” said
Ganguly. 

For the record, the president
will not be a part of the selection
committee meeting as secretary Jay
Shah is the designated convenor.
Obviously once the team is select-
ed, it can be made public after
BCCI president’s mandatory
approval.
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Seventeen-year-old Yashasvi Jaiswal struck a
blazing 203 as Mumbai beat Jharkhand by 39

runs in their final Elite Group A match of the Vijay
Hazare Trophy here on Wednesday.

The left-handed Jaiswal, at 17 years and 192
days, became the first male teenager in the world
to score a double-century in List-A cricket. Before
him, the youngest was Alan Barrow who scored a
double ton at the age of 20 years, 273 days in South
Africa in 1975.

Jaiswal’s knock comes just days after Kerala
wicket- keeper batsman Sanju Samson hit an
unbeaten 212 in the Hazare Trophy.

Jaiswal’s knock was ninth instance of an Indian
scoring a List A double-ton, and he joined the elite
list of Sachin Tendulkar, Rohit Sharma and Virender
Sehwag.

Riding on Jaiswal’s double hundred, Mumbai
posted 358 for 3 in 50 overs and bowled out the
opposition for 319.

He struck 17 fours and 12 sixes and also built
a mammoth 200-run stand with experienced
wicket-keeper batsman Aditya Tare, who played the
perfect second fiddle with a knock of 78 off 102 balls.

After the game, Jaiswal said that he would enjoy
the moment, but work even harder in future.

“It is a good feeling but I need to work more
and this is just the begenning and I need to focus
on my next tournament. I am happy for today and
will try to ensure I continue to play these kinds of
knocks,” he said.

Jaiswal had stayed in the tent of his club in south
Mumbai during his early days as he could not afford
to rent a house, and sold paani puri in the streets
before he was spotted by coach Jwala Singh.
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Ace Indian shuttler Saina Nehwal’s
struggles continued with a first round

loss against Japan’s Sayaka Takahashi in the
Denmark Open here on Wednesday.

The world number 8 Saina lost 15-21,
21-23 in the women’s singles match that last-
ed 37 minutes to crash out of the $775,000
tournament. The 29-year-old  was the run-
ner-up last year.

Saina has been going through a tough
phase with fitness issues since claiming the
Indonesia Masters in January. She had also
made first-round exits at the China Open
and Korea Open.

Sameer Verma, however, crossed the
first hurdle in the men’s singles when he beat
Kanta Tsuneyama of Japan 21-11, 21-11 in
29 minutes to advance to the second
round. The Indian mixed doubles pair of
Pranaav Jerry Chopra and N Sikki Reddy

also made it to the second round with a 21-
16, 21-11 win over the German duo of
Marvin Seidel and Linda Efler.

In another mixed doubles first round
match, Satwiksairaj Ranki and Ashwini
Ponnappa did not take the court and con-
ceded a walk over to the second seeded
Chinese pair of Wang Yi Lyu and Huang
Dong Ping. 
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Sourav Ganguly, who is going to
be BCCI president,  expressed

his reservations over the ICC’s
attempt to stage the 50-over
World Cup every three years.

The World Cup has tradition-
ally been a quadrennial event
since its first edition in 1975.
However, the 1992 edition was
held after a five-year gap and the
1999 edition after a three-year
gap.

“Sometimes less is more in
life. So we have got to be careful
with that. And the football World
Cup happens every four years and
you see the madness,” Ganguly
told reporters at the Cricket
Association of Bengal office.

The International Cricket
Council (ICC) is planning to
propose a Futures Tours
Programme (FTP) in which T20
World Cup will be played every
year and the 50-over World Cup

once every three years.
“That’s a decision the ICC has

to make I’m not in a position to
talk or comment on it. As in when
when I get an opportunity to be
a part of the discussion, I will
speak,” the former India captain
said.

The 47-year-old however said
back to back T20 World Cup is
the way forward with the rising
popularity of the shortest format.

“When Champions Trophy
first came in, I played the tourna-
ment in 1998. I’ve captained two
Champions Trophies getting to
finals in both and being the joint
winners in one so at that time it
was a huge tournament.

“But with the advent of T20,
people come to the ground more
than any other tournament. So I
think that’s the reason ICC has
changed it. 

The demands will change
according to the situation and
ICC will have to deal with it.”
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Similar to cigarettes, hookah smok-
ing delivers the addictive drug
nicotine and it is at least as toxic
as cigarette smoking. While many
hookah smokers may consider

this practice less harmful than smoking
cigarettes, hookah smoking carries many
of the same health risks as cigarettes.

Hookahs are water pipes that are
used to smoke specially made tobacco that
is usually flavored. They are also called a
number of different names, including
waterpipe, narghile, argileh, shisha, hub-
ble-bubble, and goza. Hookah smoking is
typically practiced in groups, with the same
mouthpiece passed from person to person.
In recent years, there has been an increase
in hookah use around the world, most
notably among youth and college students.

Put down your pipes, flavored smoke
lovers, that hookah is worse than a ciga-
rette. Hookah, often considered a less dan-
gerous, more socially acceptable alterna-
tive to smoking, has grown in popularity
both nationally and around the world. But
while many users, particularly teens, seem
to believe that smoking hookah eliminates
the risks associated with traditional ciga-
rettes, recent studies have proven quite the
opposite to be true.

Given hookah's particular popularity
among high school and college students,
the misconceptions about its health con-
sequences are especially dangerous. In the
past few years, the appeal of hookah has
boomed, and its use has increased dramat-
ically. This rise popularity coincides with
a decrease in cigarette use according to sur-
vey reports is at its lowest rate in the his-
tory of the study.

Much of this shift may be attributed
to misunderstandings about the dangers
associated with hookah. While anti-ciga-
rette campaigns have been in play for

decades, the same health warnings have
not been as widely applied (or as widely
regarded) to other forms of smoking. The
charcoal used to heat tobacco in the
hookah increases the health risks by pro-
ducing smoke that contains high levels of
carbon monoxide, metals, and cancer-
causing chemicals. 

A typical 1-hour-long hookah smok-
ing session involves 200 puffs, while an
average cigarette is 20 puffs. The volume
of smoke inhaled during a typical hookah
session is about 90,000 milliliters, com-
pared with 500 to 600 milliliters inhaled
when smoking a cigarette.  Using a
hookah to smoke tobacco poses a serious
potential health hazard to smokers and
others exposed to the emitted smoke.

Hookah is also known as shisha,
narghile, hubble-bubble, argileh, goza,
and water pipe. It involves the smoking of

substances through a water pipe so that the
smoke passes through water and is cooled
before being inhaled. New forms of elec-
tronic hookah smoking are also available.
It is now growing in popularity worldwide
and is also becoming popular among
youth. An estimated 15% to 41% of col-
lege students smoke hookah, 18% of high
school seniors have used it in the past year,
and nearly half of middle and high school
students report being aware of hookah.

Education of health professionals,
regulators, and the public at large is
urgently needed about the risks of hookah
smoking, including high potential levels of
second-hand exposure among children,
pregnant women, and others.  Hookahs
and hookah tobacco should be subjected
to the same regulations as cigarettes and
other tobacco products.  Hookahs and
hookah tobacco should include strong

health warnings.  Claims of harm reduc-
tion and safety should be prohibited.
Misleading labeling, such as "contains 0
MG tar," which may imply safety, should
be prohibited.  Waterpipes should be
included in comprehensive tobacco con-
trol efforts, including prevention strategies
and cessation interventions.  Hookahs
should be prohibited in places consistent
with bans on cigarette and other forms of
tobacco smoking.

Hookah is a flavored tobacco that is
smoked through a water pipe. It has
become increasingly popular, especially
among young people -- at home or at
hookah bars and cafes. Potential long-term
health problems from smoking hookah are
more harmful than immediate reactions,
but some effects can occur immediately.

Hookah is smoked through an over-
sized pipe. The water in the pipe helps to
cool the smoke, though it does not elim-

inate all of the tobacco in the bowl. When
the smoker inhales, though, the smoke
passes through water before inhalation and
can subsequently be held in the lungs
longer. The tobacco is usually flavored, and
the flavorings can make the activity seem
more appealing. Smoking hookah is pos-
sibly more dangerous than smoking cig-
arettes, and the World Health Organization
says that in one smoking session, the aver-
age hookah smoker can inhale the equiv-
alent of roughly 100 cigarettes.

According to study by American
Lung Association potential lightheaded-
ness can take place during an experience
smoking hookah, or shortly after because
smoking hookah can be a pleasant expe-
rience, and individuals who are trying
hookah for the first time may end up
inhaling too much. Another factor is
dehydration, which can occur if the indi-
vidual hasn't been drinking enough
water prior to smoking hookah.

More than 20 possible flavors of
hookah, which makes it possible that
individuals will have different reactions
to flavors -- and some flavors may not sit
well with the hookah smoker. Inhaling
too sharply can lead to coughing or spit-
ting up tobacco, and coughing can also
occur if someone else blows smoke in
your face.  The World Health
Organization explains that cigarette
smokers tend to smoke until they satis-
fy their need and know when to stop to
avoid nausea. Water pipes for hookah use
contain less nicotine, though, which
may cause an individual to smoke more
and not know when to stop. This may
lead to a stomachache or nausea.

Sharing the same pipe as someone
else can spread sickness and disease like
lung cancer, heart disease and reduced
fertility as just a few of the long-term
harmful effects of hookah smoking.
Hookah smoke also carries the danger of
secondhand smoke, which can affect an
individual immediately. Addiction is a
long-term effect of smoking hookah. The
World Health Organization explains that
the water in the hookah pipe can absorb
some of the nicotine from the tobacco, but
not all of it, so the nicotine that smokers
absorb can still lead to serious addiction
and other long-term health problems.

HOOKAH AS TOXIC AS CIGARETTES
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From advertisements
showcasing adventurous
girls climbing mountains

(and in some cases, even mov-
ing them) to women leading
corporate teams and facing
every challenge that comes
their way, brands have now
turned their attention towards
shattering the image of Indian
women which operated with-
in confines of honour and
boundaries. They are motivat-
ing the better half of the
human species to unleash
their potential. The brands
have identified the power that
their platforms hold because of
their extensive reach. So, they
couple fashion with acts that
empower women instead of
adhering to the standard focus
on consumerism.

In turn, they not only
grab eyeballs and are applaud-
ed for their work, but also ini-
tiate a discussion around these
points and reflect on the world
we ought to live in. Recently,
brands such as Levis, AND,
H&M, Puma and others have
come out with advertisements
and campaigns enunciating
the idea in myriad ways. On
International Women’s Day
and Women’s History Month,
Levis launched its I Shape My
World, a global initiative ded-
icated to celebrate and elevate
the extraordinary women who
move the world forward every
day. The campaign celebrated
the spirit of women empower-
ment and their determination
to inspire change. Through
this unified global campaign,
they tried to create an inclu-
sive world.

Another campaign,
ANDiRISE of AND celebrat-
ed women who broke societal
stereotypes. It introduced a
world where women believe in
themselves and propel them-
selves to the top. They believe
that their dreams are bigger
than the challenges they face. 

H&M created a splash on
social media by smashing
stereotypes with its campaign,
She’s A Lady. The campaign
was designed to break down
gender norms and encourage
self-expression by encouraging
women to be fierce and fear-
less with their fashion choic-
es rather than fitting into the
restrictive definitions of a
lady. 

The most recent example

of such an initiative is Puma’s
new campaign Propah Lady in
collaboration with Digitas,
which counters the conven-
tional idea of what makes
women proper and redefines
it. It celebrates the shift from
women being told what to do,
to them writing their own
rules. The campaign recognis-
es how women are owning
their space and living
unapologetically. It encourages
them to live life in keeping
with their own mantra.

It brings together Indian
Olympic boxer, Mary Kom,
International athlete, Dutee
Chand, Sara Ali Khan and
transgender model, Anjali
Lama. 

Mary, who has rewritten
the history of Indian sports
says, “I’ve always been clear
about my goals and what I
wanted to achieve. Through
this campaign, Puma cele-
brates the shift in our society
where women fearlessly chase
their goals.” She feels proud
leading the movement and
believes that this will set an
example to encourage young
girls to pursue their passion.

Another athlete, Dutee
who credits all her success to
hard work, says, “As long as
you work hard to achieve
your goals, you shouldn’t
worry about what others
think. I broke many shackles
to get where I am and how I
want to live.”

She is the first lesbian ath-
lete to reveal her sexuality and
relationship with a woman
from her village. She found the
courage to do so after article
377 was scrapped in
September last year. Talking
about the change it has
brought, she says, “Many
things have changed since the
decriminalisation of 377, most
importantly people’s mindset.
They have become positive.
The LGBTQ community now
openly discusses their identi-
ties.” As a girl from a small vil-
lage in Orissa, naturally, the
challenges that she faced in
coming out and discussing it
openly were higher. But now
with the decriminalisation,
she says that, even her vil-
lagers’ mindset is changing.
They have adapted to the
changing ways of life. She is
hopeful about the extension of
this law to same sex marriages. 

For the campaign, she
says, “I am happy that Puma
is changing the narrative for
women in a progressive and
positive way. They are promot-
ing girls to go forward in life
and make India proud.” 

Anjali, who is the first
transgender model to walk at
the Lakme Fashion Week in
2017, says that it is good to see
that the brands are stressing
upon issues like women
empowerment and gender
equality. “In fact, all brands
should do something in this
direction because the youth
looks upto such brands. They
see, learn and follow what they
promote, for example Propah
Lady inspires a woman to be

herself. This will help many
women watching the cam-
paign. 

As a transgender, Anjali’s
journey was not easy. During
her childhood, people taunt-
ed her for the way she dressed
up, did make-up and carried
herself. She says that when she
disclosed her identity in 2005,
she was abandoned by her
family and friends. But slow-
ly and gradually, when she
started achieving her goals,
they returned to her life. 

“Today I feel proud
impacting a lot of lives. People
get inspired by my powerful
stories. I always believe that
one should never be afraid to
tell the world who you are.

Girls worry a lot about ‘what
will people say?’ when they
want to do anything beyond
the traditionally accepted
notions. They often step back
and, then, are left behind,” says
she.

When asked about what
drives her, she pauses for a
while but couldn’t come up
with an answer. She then says,
“I don’t know. Very few peo-
ple have this strength and
courage to overcome their
fears. I had it and maybe that
is the reason I am here. I am
glad that my story and expe-
rience match the concept of
this campaign, so, believe in
yourself.”
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Actor Sara Ali Khan says she ensures that
she takes out time for workout, no mat-

ter how caught up she is with work or fami-
ly commitments. “Between shoots and work-
outs and now Diwali celebrations, it’s easy to
forget about our skin. So I strongly advocate
going back to the basics,” Sara said.

The Simmba actor, who is brand ambas-
sador for Garnier Serum Sheet Masks, shared
skincare and beauty tips for the festive sea-
son.
� Exercise, not just to drop a size: The health-
iest way to detox your skin is to sweat it out.
It helps clear your skin from all the pore clog-
ging toxins. No matter how caught up I am
with work or family commitments, I always
include at least 30 minutes of workout in my
routine, my day just feels incomplete without
that.
� Eat well and eat right: The ‘besan ladoos’,
‘chole bhature’ and ‘kulfis’ feed the soul, I
agree! But it is also important to check on por-
tions and eat healthy to ensure acne and dull-
ness don’t wear you down during these cele-
brations.
� Less is more: I strongly believe in this
mantra, beauty lies in minimalism and being
true to yourself. Keep it subtle, keep it orig-
inal and wear your confidence.
� Hydration all the way: Always make sure
to keep your body and skin hydrated. Drink
enough water and moisturise your skin well.
For me, putting on a sheet mask is the quick-
est way to hydrate my skin while I am shift-
ing gears from hectic shoots and early morn-
ing rehearsals to late-night card parties with
my friends.
� Get some me-time: The festive season can
get chaotic. Grab some me-time not just for you,
but also for your skin. Kick back, relax, put on
a sheet mask and chill! Trust me, all it takes is
15 minutes and your skin will thank you for it.
� Get that beauty sleep: Don’t compromise on
your sleep! Eight hours of sleep is ideal but try
to get at least six hours of shuteye during the
festive madness. But no matter how late it is,
don’t forget to take off your make-up before
going to bed. Residual make-up can cause your
skin to break out. —IANS

Cowgirls don’t get the blues
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�What is the collection about?
Based on theme ‘Love is Love’

and the Chinese character ‘Tuzki’
(an illustrated bunny character),
the collection has some of our
classic archival pieces which we
are sharing with an online shop-
ping site We are also celebrating
one year of decriminalising of
Section 377 by making it a uni-
sex collection. It is a huge step for
an Indian e-tailer to come up with
clothes which are meant for
everybody. Tuzki is such a fasci-
nating character. While its home-
land is China, it’s immensely
popular all across the world. I am
a fan myself and knew about it
even before the collaboration
happened. What I loved about
Tuzki is that it gives people,
especially millennials, the oppor-
tunity to express themselves with-
out any language barrier. As a part
of my Fall-Winter collection at
Paris Fashion Week 2018, Tuzki
was the inspiration for a special
line of accessories and apparel,
Orange is the new Zen.
Incorporating its ability to com-
municate a story universally
blended well with my vision for
the collection. In fact, I am ecsta-
tic to see the response from the
international market and cannot
wait for Indians to enjoy the
accessories and apparel. Therefore,
when the idea of collaboration
came up, I was quite excited
given my love for the character.
The collection is a mix of eclec-
tic pieces that consist of denims,
t-shirts, dresses, jackets, active
wear and accessories.

With this collaboration, we
intend to target the young audi-
ence, who look for bold colours,
quirky elements, fun and versatil-
ity. And the ones who aspire to
have a Manish Arora outfit but are
not able to. Although my brand
has its reach among the younger
generation, the category is niche
and we do not manage to reach
everybody. Online shopping web-
sites have a much wider reach.
Therefore, the goal is to achieve
as many followers as possible.

�How would you define the
idea of unisex wear? 

Gender fluid clothes are the
biggest trend this year and I
think, the trend will remain pop-
ular for the longest time. Standing
out from the crowd and not
being shy of what and how you
want to represent yourself is the
new trend for both men as well
as women. With changing times,
fashion is becoming unisex.
Women are more confident to
wear their partner’s clothes even
while heading out. In fact, they
feel bold and fearless as these look
sporty. I feel clothes aren’t defined
by gender, rather they are to be
worn by people. Today, even
men don’t shy away from wearing
colorful, bold prints, which was
not the case in the past. We are
trying to explore the same. 

�What is that inclination that
you have towards the psychedel-

ic colour palette?
The Manish Arora aesthetic

revolves around colour and noth-
ing else, which is one of the main
reasons we have come together —
to have my style adapted to their
collaboration. The psychedelic
colour palette defines me. The col-
lection have a potpourri of bright,
shiny-pop colours such as neons,
pink, gold, blue, orange, yellow,
black, white, red any many more.

�Fashion consciousness is
increasingly acknowledged by
the Indian population, how do
you think this change has come
about?

Today’s Indian consumer is
fashion conscious owing to glob-
alisation and the awareness that
comes with it. The strength and
reach of digital media has now
empowered a world that is truly
connected — through and
through, which offers an influen-

tial platform to the happenings
around the world. It has now
become easier to connect to a
wider range of audience where
they can see — launches, fashion
shows and trend reports and
make their choices for them-
selves — in real time. The pres-
ence of celebrities and fashion
influencers is another aspect that
adds to an increased sense of
awareness, as they have the abil-
ity to impact various minds col-
lectively.

� Indians are increasingly
becoming comfortable of glob-
al trends, styling and silhouettes.
The definition of informal wear
has undergone a change. How
have you hacked this change in
your works? 

I always think of comfort
when designing ready-to-wear
silhouettes and thus have always
expressed that one should feel

comfortable and not restricted in
the garments one is wearing. Ease
of wear fused with functionality
is what ensures that your designs
are well-received. India, as a mar-
ket, is no different from any
international one. Indians are
equally aware, tasteful and are
well-travelled with an eye for
fashion. In fact, a part of my Fall-
Winter 19 collection features ath-
leisure — sweatshirts, bombers
and track pants with intricate
embroideries and hand applique
that can be worn all day from
morning to evening. And what
could be more relaxing yet fash-
ionable?

�Fashion designers have to keep
abreast of changes with every
season. How do you keep your-
self updated and handle the
pressure? What keeps you going?

All designers have their own
unique aesthetic that they com-

municate through their designs
and these eventually become
trends. Seeking inspiration from
my travels across the globe, I am
a keen observer of everything
around me — nature, landscapes
and people. Whatever I do, I
design with an objective to make
people happy and give them a
chance to see that life is truly
beautiful and that it should be
embraced every day.

�What is the biggest thing that
you stand for and support as
designers?

For those who know me,
spreading love, happiness and joy
with my designs is my translation
of art and supporting individualis-
tic fashion has been my motto. Love
is the most beautiful emotion for
me and I believe that everyone is
unique and should be confident in
what they wear, irrespective of what
the world around you is doing. 
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tor on the board of Bharat
Heavy Electricals Limited
(BHEL), Anil Kapoor, 57, has
taken charge as director
(Human Resources) of the
Public Sector engineering and
manufacturing enterprise.

Prior to this, he was head-
ing the HR and Corporate
Communication functions of
BHEL as the executive director.
He will now also head core areas
of HR in talent acquisition and
management, employee engage-
ment, industrial relations, HR
policy, corporate social respon-
sibility, medical services, rajb-
hasha, health, safety and envi-
ronment, and learning and
development.

Kapoor is an Electrical

Engineering graduate from IIT
Roorkee. He has also done a cer-
tificate course on Statistical
Quality Control and Operations
Research from Indian Statistical
Institute, Chennai.

He has 37 years of holistic
and hands-on experience in
quality, technology and manu-
facturing functions in addition
to human resource manage-
ment. Kapoor’s work approach
is people-oriented and has been
instrumental in implementing
various innovative and flagship
projects conceived by
Government of India like Skill
Development, Udyan Shalini,
Swachh Bharat, and Cashless
initiatives.

He started his career with
BHEL as an engineer trainee at
the company’s corporate office
in the capital and subsequently
moved to its Heavy Electrical
Equipment Plant (HEEP),
Haridwar, where he contributed
in various areas and different
capacities.

Under his leadership, BHEL
has been honoured with various
awards and accolades in the
areas of HR excellence, safety
and CSR. Kapoor has also been
honoured with BHEL Excel
Award twice for innovative
technological developments.

Have you ever visited a place which
made you feel that you belong
there? Where you breathed easily,

your mind quietened and you encountered
beauty all around. Long back, a little girl lis-
tened to stories — of valour and friendship,
love and spiritualism, wealth and magic,
struggles and religions — and her young
mind wandered across the battlegrounds of
Ancient India.

Through these stories, she experi-
enced sitting by the mighty rivers of the
East, shivering in the cold snow bound
mountains of the North, dancing in the
magnificent temples of the South. She trav-
elled through those stories, like a gypsy,
awestruck and in love with something new
every evening. Years later, she craved to
bring out that gypsy again, to travel to new
lands, live in different homes, wake up to
sunrises in different places and tell those sto-
ries. As a first step towards realising her
dream, she moved out of the city and chose
Mashobra, in Himachal Pradesh as her ini-
tial home. The endeavour was to absorb the
local colours, aromas, tastes, stories and cul-
ture of Himachal and then move on in a few
years, to a new environment and a differ-
ent place. And this is how Khanabadosh,
the travelling bed and breakfast came to be.

Khanabadosh in Mashobra is a beau-
tiful, luxurious, modern B&B in soulful

touch and local earthiness. The magical
quality of mountain air coaxes you to slow
down the pace of your feet, heart and soul.
It will make you stop and gaze at the view,
hear the musical cooing of birds or smell
the flowers. Everyone — children, women,
men of all ages, colour, religion and sexu-
al orientation — is welcome here. Artists,
writers, poets and people with the ability
to appreciate the finer things will especial-
ly rejoice in the place.

If you are an early riser, you will see the
sun come up in front, winning battles with
fluffs of white and grey. Step out and you’ll
also find tiny wild flowers wake up and
smile at the effulgence. When you look hard
enough, and you’ll see gossamer cobwebs
in the grass, tiny spiders glistening like
moon dust, butterflies dutifully saying
hello to suede soft pansies that hold clear
drops of water, like proud trophies, There
are vagabond poppies lining the fringe of
the garden and dew drops glistening on
leaves like mini moons. There is a magical
scent in the air and you will instantly recog-
nise it as that of the earth. When you close
your eyes and inhale in deep, the mélange
registers as a sweet mix of apples, roses, love
and grass vapour. It is a clean, heavenly,
intoxicating smell. This is the little village
of Purani Koti in Mashobra where
Khanabadosh is located, 18 kilometres from

the madding crowds that throng Shimla. It
is a perfect refuge for those seeking peace
and tranquility.

With four beautifully appointed rooms,
it is truly a private escape. The decor is
quirky yet elegant with plush beds piled
high with pillows and cloud soft eider-
downs, and antique wood furniture. The
Kings Room, the only one on the second
floor was originally an attic and now
boasts of a 200-year-old four poster bed,
exquisite jamawar throws and antique
brass statues.

Framed handwritten notes from the
owner’s mother adorn the walls of the prop-
erty and tell stories of shared laughter and
conversations. Antiques collected from
around the world are placed throughout
which reflect the gypsy soul of the place.

Guests will delight in a fabulous assort-
ment of luxurious amenities when they trav-
el. At Khanabadosh, they truly push con-
vention and try to give their patrons some-
thing unique. Guests get a choice of
coloured and white towels and fluffy robes
that one could get lost in. Every room has
a tea and coffee caddie which offers unusu-
al options like Green Pea Flower, Jasmine
and Matcha.

Undoubtedly, the heart of Khanabadosh
is its hearth. Heavenly aromas waft out of
the kitchen. In fact, if there’s something that

you particularly like during a meal, you can
try your hand at it and learn to cook it.
Sumptuous food is available all day start-
ing with an elaborate breakfast with fresh-
ly squeezed apple juice from fruit from their
own garden. Afternoon tea, pre-dinner
snacks and an elaborate dinner is served lov-
ingly by the host in the gorgeous living
room.

But that is not all. There is also “The
Secret,” a stash kept for those who wake up
hungry in the middle of the night. Each day
at Khanabadosh, they organise a snack or
make some cookies and conceal them in
accessible places. Its location and the fare
changes with each sunset. Make sure, you
find out what’s on and where because in the
mountains, nightly hunger pangs aren’t
uncommon.

You could just stay here, unwind,
sleep, meditate, eat, read, paint, write,
sketch, dream, laugh, fall in love or simply
find yourself. The possibilities are endless
and the choice is yours. Discover a beauti-
ful trail, go out bird watching or hunting
for mushrooms and baby fiddlehead ferns.
They also have mountain bikes if that is
your preferred mode of discovery. Yoga by
the huge stone Buddha in the garden can
help you heal your body and soul. Then
there is the crackling fire late in the
evening to warm your soul. You can get cosy

on the couch in the library or just soak in
the warm mountain sun sitting under the
parasol, the choice is yours.

There is an extensive library in the
house, books bought and collected from all
over. Bookworms would be spoilt for
choice. Fiction or history? Philosophy or
travel book? So they have tried to make it
easy and fun for the guests. The table at the
first floor lobby has a selection of favourites,
covered in brown paper, with tantalising
descriptions where you can try your luck
with a ‘Blind Date with a Book’. Who knows,
you might end up falling in love!

Team work is imperative in the success-
ful running of any establishment and it is
no different here. Guests often find them-
selves being served by the owner. A shy but
cheerful lady, who is the housekeeper,
comes in everyday clinking her bangles to
announce her arrival. This is the team that
runs Khanabadosh to perfection. But the
real owners, are the two oversized goldens,
Gabbar Singh and Sultan. They eat fallen
apples, sleep, roll around in the vast gardens
and cuddle with guests. The biggest attrac-
tions of this place is that they will welcome
you with vigorous tail wags and wide dog-
gie smiles. If for nothing else, make a trip
to Khanabadosh to meet these two and
allow yourself to drown in an ocean full of
unconditional love!

The Bureau of Indian
Standards (BIS) organised a

national seminar on Video
Standards Create a Global Stage
in the capital to commemorate
the 50th World Standards Day.

Each year, International
Organisation for
Standardisation (ISO) decides a
theme for the occasion based on
the current aspects of standard-
isation. The theme of WSD
2019, Video Standards Create a
Global Stage, is very relevant as
industries are embracing new
video technologies that have
constantly pushed the limits.
The event was inaugurated by
the Minister of Consumer
Affairs, Food and Public
Distribution, Ram Vilas Paswan.
He highlighted the importance
of standards in facilitating tech-
nological growth and advance-
ment of industries. He said that
India is keen on adopting digi-

tal technologies to promote
government initiatives like
Digital India to transform the
economy into a digitally-
empowered one. He informed
the gathering about the several
initiatives taken by BIS in stan-
dardisation activities of emerg-
ing technologies through vari-
ous technical committees that
have been created for Artificial
Intelligence, IoT, Block Chain,
Smart Cities and Smart
Manufacturing. 

Speaking on the occasion,
Avinash Kumar Srivastava, sec-
retary, Department of
Consumer Affairs, said that
digital and video technology is
the modern medium of expres-
sion and BIS has been actively
involved in the international
standardisation work through
the technical committee
‘ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 29’, which
involves coding of audio, picture,

multimedia and hypermedia
information. “It is responsible
for developing standards for
video compression,” he added.

Rohit Kumar Parmar, DG,
BIS, in his inaugural address,
said that the advancements in
electronics and information
technology in the second half of
the 20th century has boosted
video production and techno-
logical developments in the last
couple of decades. He added, “It
has made producing and storing
videos more portable.
Standardisation plays a crucial
role in this area where Video
Standards enables different
manufacturers to work togeth-
er across a range of applications.”

The ceremony also saw
three Indian experts —
Surendra Jhalora, Bapu Gawade,
Rajiv Sharma — being felicitat-
ed with the IEC 1906 award
conferred by the International

Electro-Technical Commission
for their contribution. The
awards to all the winners were
presented by Paswan.

There were also some tech-
nical sessions and panel discus-
sions, which turned out to an
enriching experience for the
audience. They were delivered
by eminent speakers — Dr
Scott Steedman, director of
Standards, British Standards
Institution, Dr Ujwal Nirgudkar,
chairman, Society of Motion
Pictures & Television Engineers
(SMPTE), India Section, and
Oscar Academy Member, Dr
Shashi Bhusan Gogia, President
SATHI, founding fellow of
IAHSI, Dr Dinesh MS, senior
research scientist, Philips India,
Bengaluru, Murali Babu
Muthukrishnan, director, Ittiam
Systems (P) Ltd — and Mahesh
D Kulkarni, senior director,
CDAC, chaired the technical
session. The occasion was also
celebrated in BIS’ regional and
branch offices through seminars
wherein deliberations over the
theme of the World Standards
Day were held.

The day is recognised as an
international day of observance
since 1970. The occasion provid-
ed a perfect opportunity to
reflect how Standards work in
the real world and the benefits
they bring to business, society
and the environment.

Malnutrition is emerging as a
huge socio-economic prob-

lem, particularly among children
below five years who are under-
nourished. Nationally, malnutri-
tion in children below five could fall
into three categories — children
whose weight does not correspond
to their age; children whose height
does not correspond to their age;
children whose weight and height
both do not correspond to their age.
As per the National Family and
Health Survey 2015-16, 35.7 per
cent of children are malnourished
and the figure in Chhattisgarh
stands at 37.7 per cent. However, the
same indicator from the Vazan
Tyohaar initiative by Chhattisgarh

government pegs the figure at 23.37
per cent in 2019. According to the
latest Lancet Journal report released
on September 17, malnutrition was
the predominant risk factor for
death in children below five years of
age in every state of India in 2017,
accounting for 68.2 per cent of the
total under five deaths. The situa-
tion is very alarming.

Taking cognisance of this situ-
ation, strategic steps against mal-
nourishment in Chhattisgarh have
been taken as the top priority, mak-
ing it a public movement. And with
the current status of malnutrition,
development of infrastructure and
other physical amenities would be
meaningless. Moreover, the worst-
affected areas, predominantly the
tribal areas of the state, compel us
to rethink the social cost and
meaning of economic develop-
ment. It also brings to the fore the
understanding that the most severe

cases of malnourished children
are from the regions of the state,
where most of the natural resources
are being extracted. In these areas,
especially in Bastar, women and
mothers between 15 to 49 years of
age are reported to be anaemic with
an alarming figure of more than 65
per cent.

Government of Chhattisgarh
has initiated many schemes and
programmes to combat the chal-
lenge. Bastar and Surguja divisions
of the state are the most-affected
areas. Tribal areas are being provid-
ed protein-rich food, including
eggs and pulses on a pilot basis. The
districts covered under the pilot
programme include Bastar,
Dantewada, Korba, Surguja, Koriya
and a few other. The scheme was
planned to be scaled up to cover the
entire state on October 2, 150th
birth anniversary of Mahatma
Gandhi.

DMF funds will be managed by
a committee headed by a State
Cabinet Minister instead of the
District Collector. The money will
be utilised primarily for health,
nutrition, education, training,
livelihood, community-focussed
activities. Social audit of the dis-
bursed amount will be mandated.
The state is also implementing the
‘universal health scheme,’ where all
the touch points in the health
ecosystem will be improved and
quality will be assured to bring
about a holistic change in the
delivery of health services to every
citizen. This year, 17 Mother-Baby
hospitals will be set up all over the
state. Free health services to expec-
tant mothers will be available
across the state. Besides this, many
specialised health services like
facilities for sickle cell examination,
dialysis, pathologies, etc., will be
provided. 

One of the most important ini-
tiatives has been the access to
health services across every nook
and corner of the state. This

became possible with the ‘CM
Haat Bazaar Health Initiative’ dur-
ing the weekly haat, which is a spe-
cial feature across Chattisgarh’s
villages. Health services are being
made available in Haat Bazaar,
which happens to be a suitable
place to create health awareness
amongst masses and also to create
touch points for service delivery. 

The Chhattisgarh government
understands and realises that
implementing the aforementioned
activities and working towards the
objectives may be a tough task but
the constant dialogue between the
stakeholders and the implementers
will help find solutions of the
problems constantly. Both short-
term as well as long-term objectives
have been taken into consideration,
which will lead to holistic and sus-
tainable solutions to all health
issues plaguing the state.

One healthy family is capable
of making wise choices and sever-
al wise choices lead up to a healthy
society. Such a society, we believe,
will be able to take Chhattisgarh
forward in all matters of develop-
ment in the decades to come.

(The author is IAS
Commissioner, Public Relations,
Chhattisgarh.)
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Spin great Anil Kumble says
one of the biggest learnings

from his previous coaching
stints, including the contro-
versial one with the Indian
team, is to "back off and help
the players relax".

Kumble resigned as India
head coach after the 2017
Champions Trophy final due
to an "untenable relationship"
with skipper Virat Kohli
though the team did well
under his tutelage.

The 48-year-old is back to
coaching again, this time as
director of cricket operations
at Kings XI Punjab. He also
held mentorship roles at Royal
Challengers Bangalore and
Mumbai Indians.

"With RCB we did not win
the title but we came close a
couple of t imes.  With
Mumbai, we had wonderful

success those three years I was
there. It is nice to have the
experience of crossing the
line. It certainly helps (you as
a coach)," Kumble told PTI on
Wednesday.

"It is all about a game of
cricket at the end of it. If you
simplify like that the job
becomes a lot easier. The
moment you start putting
importance to result, wins,
trophies then it puts more
pressure on the players. So the
learning is just to back off and
help the players relax and
when they are relaxed they
tend to perform better."

At an event here on
Wednesday, EbixCash was
announced as Kings XI
Punjab's title sponsor for three

years.
Kings XI Punjab have

never won the IPL and
Kumble has come on board to
end the title drought. Kumble,
who wants to add more expe-

rience to the Punjab squad,
will soon start strategising
for the IPL auction in
December.

"You learn from the previ-
ous experiences you have had

as a player, as a coach but IPL
is a rollercoaster ride. You
need to be patient and then
back the players you have.

"Generally because of cer-
tain results you tend to start
looking at other teams and
that starts influencing your
decision and that is the last
thing you want."

Earlier this week, Kings XI
Punjab co-owner Ness Wadia
told PTI that the franchsie
board had a rethink on
Ravichandran Ashwin and it
has decided to retain him.
Ashwin captained the side in
the previous two seasons but
failed to take them to the play-
offs. Kumble said it is not cer-
tain that Aswhin will captain
the side again.

"We have not decided that
yet. Some decisions need to
me made but we don't need to
decide at this moment. IPL is
still five months away. There
is an auction coming up, we
will start to build a squad
around that as well.

"Ashwin had a wonderful
two years but of course we did
not get the right results but we
have not made any decision
who the captain will be."

Kumble conceded that any
decision will not be an easy
one as he is a senior player.
Ashwin has also done well for
India in Tests of late, having
made a comeback into the
playing eleven in the ongoing
home series against South
Africa.
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Rodrigo Moreno fired Spain
into Euro 2020 with a last-gasp
equaliser in Sweden while the

Republic of Ireland’s chances of
reaching the finals are still in the bal-
ance after they fell 2-0 in Switzerland.

Spain became the sixth team to
qualify for next summer’s tourna-
ment thanks to Rodrigo, who came
off the bench to score a dramatic
injury-time leveller in a 1-1 draw in
Stockholm, sparking wild celebra-
tions on the touchline.

“Qualification is a must for a
team like Spain but achieving it still
has value,” said Moreno. “It releases
the pressure and gives us time to
work.”

Robert Moreno’s side are top of
Group F on 20 points after drawing
their last two matches. They are five
ahead of Sweden and six above
Romania, who missed the chance to
take second spot when Norway’s
Alexander Sorloth snatched a late 1-
1 draw in Bucharest.

However it was a far from vintage
display from Spain, who started
brightly but faded as the match wore
on against the lively hosts, who were
distraught after missing out on a
famous victory right at the death.

A celebratory night was tem-
pered slightly by the loss of goalkeep-
er David de Gea to a thigh injury in
the second half, although that will
worry his club Manchester United
more ahead their meeting with
Premier League leaders Liverpool
this weekend.

IRELAND LEFT SWEATING
In Group D, Haris Seferovic’s

early strike and Shane Duffy’s late
own goal kept Switzerland’s hopes of
automatic qualification alive with a
2-0 victory over the Republic of
Ireland.

The win in Geneva means the
Swiss are just a point behind group
leaders Ireland and Denmark with
two matches remaining in their cam-

paign, compared to just the one for
the Irish, who host the Danes on
November 18 needing a win to guar-
antee qualification.

“It’s a cup final. Beat Denmark to
reach Euro 2020. I would have taken
that at the start and I’ll take it now,”
said the Republic’s coach Mick
McCarthy.

The Swiss, who also have the bet-
ter of the head-to-head record with
the Irish as the two teams drew 1-1
in September, take on group min-
nows Georgia and Gibraltar in their
final two games.

“The result doesn’t mean a lot in
the group, we still need to get results
in our next two games. If we get the

points we need against Georgia and
Gibraltar we can turn our attentions
to Euro 2020,” said Switzerland coach
Vladimir Petkovic.

FINLAND TOWARDS HISTORY
Finland inched closer to qualify-

ing for their first ever European
Championships after Teemu Pukki
took his qualifying tally to seven in
eight matches with a double that
helped Finland sweep aside Armenia
3-0 in Turku.

Fredrik Jensen gave the Finns a
31th minute lead. Norwich City
striker Pukki then scored just after
the hour and got his second two min-
utes from the end with a neat dinked
finish.

Markku Kanerva’s side stay nine
points behind Group J winners Italy,

who maintained their 100 percent
record with an eighth straight win, 5-
0 against Liechtenstein.

Finland need a win over rock-
bottom Liechtenstein to qualify for
their first major tournament after
fourth-placed Bosnia & Herzegovina
lost 2-1 in Greece with an 88th-
minute own goal from Adnan
Kovacevic.

Israel kept their hopes of quali-
fying from Group G alive after see-
ing off Latvia 3-1 as Eran Zahavi
scored his 11th goal of the qualify-
ing campaign.

Andi Herzog’s side are level on 11
points with North Macedonia and
Slovenia and five behind second-
place Austria, meaning they still
have a chance with two games
remaining.
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She may have just won
Silver medal in her World

Championship debut but
Indian boxer Manju Rani has
no plans to rejig her weight
category and give it a shot to
compete in the Tokyo 2020
Olympics. Instead, the young
champion wants to develop
her skills and prepare herself
for 2024.

The 20-year old won her
first World’s medal in the
recently concluded Women’s
championship in Ulan-Ude
but since she competes in 48
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Asian Championships Bronze
medallist Nikhat Zareen

cried foul on Wednesday after
the Boxing Federation of India
(BFI) hinted that there would no
trial between her and Mary
Kom in the 51kg category for
participating in the Tokyo
Olympic qualifiers in Wuhan
from February 3 to 14.

BFI president Ajay Singh
told reporters that Mary Kom,
could possibly be their automat-
ic choice for the China event.
And that hasn’t pleased the
youngster looking to make a
mark.

“Today morning I got to
know that the President had told
the media that there would be no
trials,” Nikhat said.

“Anyone can win any day. It’s
boxing. I am not saying send me,
but give me a fair chance. I will
try to talk to them (BFI). They
said before that only Gold and
Silver medallist at the Worlds
will automatically be selected for
the Olympic qualifiers but now
they are changing that rule for
even women,” she said.

Six-time champion Mary
Kom settled for the Bronze in the
Women’s World Boxing
Championships after losing her
semi-final bout of the 51-kg fly-
weight category to second-seed
Busenaz Cakiroglu of Turkey in
a split 1:4 verdict.

Ahead of the Worlds, BFI
had a selection policy for both
the men and women boxers
which said all the medal winners
(Gold, Silver and Bronze) in the

men’s section at the Worlds will
automatically be picked for the
Olympic qualifiers, without hav-
ing to undergo trials.

However, for the Eves, the
criteria was only applicable for
Gold and Silver medallist win-
ners at the Worlds.

“Now in December we have
Nationals, again I have to go
through the grind. Then if there
are no trials, what is the use of
all these competitions. No use
right?” questioned the 23-year
old boxer.

Asked about her next course
of action, Nikhar said she will
approach sports minister Kiren
Rijiju after trying to contact BFI
President Singh several times.

“Everything is in President’s
(Ajay Singh) hands. I am trying
to contact him but he is not
responding. I tried so many
times. I will try to contact our
Sports Minister and ministry
also, then let’s see what happens.
If all this happens I cannot
focus on my game,” she said.

The BFI did not let Nikhat
participate against Mary Kom at
the trials for the Worlds, back in
August also. Chairman of selec-
tors Rajesh Bhandari had said
that her bout wouldn’t take
place just to ensure that she is
protected for the future and not
exposed at a young age in the
World Championships.

The move had come as a
rude shock for both the boxer
and her father who had travelled
from Hyderabad to the nation-
al capital for the trials for the
championship to be held in
Russia in October.
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Former India captain
Bhaichung Bhutia on

Wednesday said India’s 1-1 draw
against Bangladesh in the Group
E World Cup qualifiers was
“unfortunate”, adding that the
team needs to learn from their
mistakes and move on.

A last-gasp Adil Khan goal
saved India the blushes as they
held a spirited Bangaldesh,
ranked 83 places below them, to
a draw.

“I could not watch the
match so I won’t be able to com-
ment much on it, but it’s unfor-
tunate,” Bhutia said.

India held Asian champions
Qatar to a 0-0 draw last month
and were hot favourites to win
against Bangladesh who lost to
Qatar 0-2 at home before this
match.

“They are a young side.
They have talented players and

they will only learn from this.
Yes it’s not a great result but these
boys and the team needs to con-
tinue the work they are doing.
They will get better,” Bhutia said.

India captain Sunil Chhetri
also expressed his disappoint-
ment as he and other players
came close to scoring but just
could not get the ball past the
goalpost until the 88th minute
when Adil scored off a corner to
draw level.

Taking to Twitter, Chhetri
expressed gratitude to the fans
who turned up in large numbers
to support the Indian team.

“We couldn’t deliver a per-
formance to match the atmos-
phere at the Salt Lake last night,
and the dressing room is very
disappointed about it. We could-
n’t capitalise on the chances we
got, but this is a process on the
pitch and in the stands. You
turned up, we’ll keep attempting
to,” Chhetri tweeted.
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Naveen Kumar was the star as Dabang
Delhi on Wednesday beat defending

champions Bengaluru Bulls 44-38 to book
their maiden summit clash berth in the Pro
Kabaddi League here.

The Delhi team produced an all-round
performance, with Naveen Kumar impress-
ing with his raids (15 raid points) and Anil
Kumar dominating with his tackles (4
points) to win in front of a packed stadium
at the EKA Arena by TransStadia.

This was the first time Debanag Delhi

has qualified for the PKL final.
The Bulls, just like in the Eliminator

against UP Yoddha, had a slow start, with
Delhi dominating the first few plays.
Ravinder Pahal seemed keen to maintain
his dominance in duels against Pawan
Sehrawat and started the match with a clean
ankle hold of the ‘High flyer’.

Delhi dominated in all departments,
with Naveen Kumar spearheading the
attack, and inflicted the first All-Out of the
match in the fifth minute to open up a 6-
point lead.

Pawan secured a three-point Super Raid

in the seventh minute to reduce the mar-
gin but Delhi maintained their momentum
thanks to an unstoppable Naveen Kumar.
They inflicted another All-Out in the 13th
minute to open up an 11-point lead as
Naveen Kumar secured another Super 10
(his 20th consecutive).

Naveen did make a rookie error as he
failed to complete a raid on time which gave
the Bulls some hope going into the break.
Delhi led Bulls 26-18 at half time.

The Bulls opted for a more aggressive
approach in the second half with the
defenders consistently getting better of the
Delhi raiders in do-or-die situations.

But what makes Delhi a complete unit
is the presence of versatile all-rounders and
the likes of Chandran Ranjit and Vijay
stepped up with valuable raid and tackle
points to always maintain a healthy lead of
six or seven points.

Delhi were aware of what Pawan
Sehrawat could do on the mat and were
keen on keeping the league’s best raider in
the dugout as much as possible. Bulls’ star
raider spent more than 20 minutes away
from the mat as they struggled to reduce
Delhi’s lead.

At the other end, Delhi ensured Naveen
Kumar spent very little time on the bench,
and that helped them sure another All-Out
with three minutes left in the match.

Despite Pawan’s attempts in the last few
minutes, Delhi defenders held firm to clinch
a berth in the grand finale on Saturday. 
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Argentina striker Mauro
Icardi said Wednesday he

was enjoying the focus being
back on football and away from
his private life at French club
Paris Saint-Germain.

The former Inter Milan
captain arrived in the French
capital on loan this season and
after recovering from injury has
scored two goals in the
Champions League and Ligue 1.

"In Italy a vicious circle had
been created in certain journal-
istic circles where we always
ended up talking a little too
much about anything concern-
ing me," Icardi said in an inter-
view with Italian sports daily
Gazzetta Dello Sport.

"Here in Paris it's not like
this."

Icardi was the joint top-
scorer in Serie A in 2017-18
with 29 goals. But last season,
he was stripped of the club cap-
taincy amid a long contract dis-
pute and later barred from full
training.

The 26-year-old's life with
his television host wife Wanda
Nara, who is also his agent, had
also become the focus of many
reports.

Despite parting on bad
terms the forward said he had
no hard feelings towards the
Italian club he joined in 2013
and scored 120 goals in just over
220 matches.

"I can only wish the best for
Inter in every competition,"
said Icardi.

"I'm good now, I'm up and
running again even if I have to
keep working because I had a
complicated summer and I
wasn't one hundred percent
when I arrived in Paris."

PSG are unbeaten on top of
Ligue 1, and are also leading
their Champions League group

which includes Real Madrid.
"I've always been used to

pressure but I think it helps that
we've almost always won so far,"
said the former Sampdoria
player.

"It's a little different than
Inter even though I don't have
a real yardstick to compare
because I haven't played in
other great teams in the past.

"PSG has the right players
to do well but the Champions
is a trophy coveted by all the
great teams."

Icardi said he had settled in
to life in France even if he still
considered Milan his home.

"I didn't expect so much
support from the fans.

"They welcomed me right
from my first warm-up at Parc
des Princes. I then had the good
fortune of playing right away
against Real Madrid, before
picking up a slight injury.

"(PSG coach Thomas)
Tuchel is very friendly with the
players. He talks a lot, jokes,
tried to put me at ease from day
one.

"I think I made a good
impression on him.

"Neymar, (Kylian) Mbappé,
(Edinson) Cavani, are all strong
players.

"It is nice to play with star
players who change matches
even at the last minute, like
Neymar does."

Icardi added that he had a
healthy competition with
Uruguayan striker Cavani.

"With Edy I have a great
relationship. It's not rivalry,
just healthy competition," said
Icardi.

"In this period Edy was
injured so I had the chance to
play immediately.

"When he comes back, it
will be up to the coach to
choose the best one to send
onto the pitch."
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kg, which is not Olympic
weight category. She cannot
participate in the Tokyo
games.

The only situation in
which she can play in Japanese
capital was if she switches to 51
kg or higher. But since 2012
Olympic Bronze medallist MC
Mary Kom is expected to rep-
resent India in that, Manju did-
n’t even want to think about
challenging her and instead
focus on the future events.

“I have a dream to com-
pete in the Olympics since day
one of my introduction to
this sport. But right now I am

focused on preparing myself
for 2024 Paris games. Frankly
speaking, I have no plans for
2020. For Tokyo, Mary didi hai
vo jayengi (Mary Kom is there,
she will go). I want to prepare
myself for the games after
that,” she responded clearly
when asked about 2020 games.

“At present, I aim to estab-
lish myself in the 48kg catego-
ry and perform. And with time
I will think about switching to
higher weight category and
play in the Olympics,” she
said during the felicitation
ceremony organized by Boxing
Federation of India.
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